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INTRODUCTION

This report detailsresultsof research performed during the period April 1, 1989 through

March 31, 1990 under NASA contract no. NAG-I-979.

The general objective of this research has been to develop a life prediction methodology

for laminated continuous fiber composites subjected to fatigue loading conditions.

SUMMARY OF COMPLETED RESEARCH

The following is a summary of research completed during the preceeding contract year:

1) a phenomenological damage evolution law has been formulated for matrix cracking

which is independent of stacking sequence;

2) mechanistic and physical support has been developed for the phenomenological

evolution law proposed in 1);

3) the damage evolution law proposed in 1) has been implemented to a finite element

computer program; and

4) preliminary predictions have been obtained for a structural component undergoing

fatigue loading induced damage.

The results reported above are covered in detail in the enclosed appendices.
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A Continuum Model for Damage

Evolution in Laminated Composk.es

D.C. Lo

D.H. Allen
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College Station, "I'exas, USA 77843

and

C.E. Harris

Mechanics of Materials Branch, NASA Lan_tey Research Cemer

Hampton, \:irginia_ USA 23665

Abs'_rac_

The accumulation of matrix cracking is examined using continuum damage

mechanics lamination theory. A phenomenologically based damage evo-

lutionary relationship is proposed for matrix cracking in continuous fiber

reinforced laminated composites. The use of material dependenl properties

and damage dependent laminate averaged ply stresses in this evolutionary

relationship permits its application independently of the laminate stacking

sequence. Several load histories are applied tocrossply laminates using this

model and the results are compared to published experimental data. The

stress redis:ribution among the plies during the accumulation of matrix

damage is also examined. It is concluded tha_ characteristics of the stress

redistribution process could assist in the analysis of the progressive failure

process in laminated composites.

Introduction

A unique property of composite materials is th=ir evolutionary failure char-

acteris_ic. The inhomogeneity of the microstructur¢ provide-¢ numerous

paths in which loads can be redistributed around the damaged region.

Thus: the imegriLv and response of the component are affected more b.v

the collective effects of the accumulated subcritical damage than b.v any

single damage event. For laminated composites, this subcritical damage

takes the form of matrix cracks, delaminations, debonding, and fiber frac-

tures. Because the transfer of load away from the damaged area influences

the damage evoh'.tion in the adjacent areas, the stresses at the ply level play

an important role in the evolution of damage and the ultimate failure of

the structure. Thus: this unique failure process that makes composites an

attractive engineering material has also limited their efficien', use in struc-

tures. The primary reason has been the shortage of analytical means to





modelthe complex events occurring within the laminate and the prediction

of damage evolution.

A review of the current literature indicales thal three approa=hes have

beer, taken Io soive this problem. The first approach is the phenomeno-

]c,gicr.i .'-_ethodolo[: Empirica] reb.tieT_shir,_ ar._ dov,_,'_ed.. . fro:':, z. body. c.'."

experimentally measured data. Statistica] theory is frequently employed t,:,

correlate this data. Models of this type tend to be restricted to the stackiI.:

sequence utiiized to construct them. The second approac}:, called the cra_. .

propagation method, identifies damage as dominant cracks and fractu,e

mechanics is applied to predict crack growth. The physical significance of

each damage mode is retained with this approach. Unfo:tunately. the dam-

age state in composite materiab contains a multitude of interacting defects.

Analysis in this manner is compiex and perhaps unmanageable. For exam-

pie. if there are hundreds of cracks, then the finite element method .would

require tens of thousands of elements. The third and mos_ recem approach

is the use of internal state variable: in a'_ontinuu'm damage mechanic_

framework to mode] the damage accumulation. The averaged effects of the

damage are represented through the internal state variables. This tbeor.v

provides a thermodynamically rigorous characterization of the continuum

under examination. The continuum damage mechanics approach entails

the formulation of constitutive relationships, damage variable descriptions,

and the damage evolution laws. The damage evolution laws may either be

phenomenological, mechanistic, or even some combination of both. Because

this approach is capable of accounting for the stacking sequence, it differs

considerably from the phenomenological approach. Furthermore, because

the effects of each crack are treated in the constitutive equations rather

than via fracture mechanics, the computationai solution is simpler than

the crack propagation approach.

In the current paper, the continuum damage mechanics lamination the-

or)- proposed by Allen, e_ a]. (19S7a,b) is reviewed. Also a matrix crack

damage evolutionar.v law is developed and this phenomenological]y based

evo]utionar.v relationship is used to examine the accumulation of damage

and the accompanying stress redistribution among the plies in laminates

subjected to fatigue loading conditions.

Review of the Damage Dependem Lamination _xlode]

The continuum damage mechanics approach used herein is based on the

thermodynamics of irreversible processes. It is postulated that the state of

a material point in a system undergoing a dissipative process can be char-

acterized by a set of observable and internal state variables if this process is

sufficiently close to the equilibrium state. Through the application of con-

straints from the fundamental principles of thermodynami'-s as proposed by

Coleman and Mizel (]966) and the assumption of interdependence among

these state variables. Coleman and Gurtin (]967) shov,ed tha_ consthutive





equationsforthematerialcanbeconstructedin termsofthestraintensor,
temperature,andinternMstatevariables.Theinternalstatevariablesmay
representanydissipativeproces,occurringin themedium.Forthecurrent
appiicationto distribute"matrJ_xcracksin ]aminaledpo]ymcriccompo._-
iles..&li_r,e"a]. (]9$7a)seirctedasecondordertens'::vaiu-interna!state
variableto representthekinematicsof thecracks. This tensor was first

defined by Vakulenko and Kachanov (1971) to be

1L
where a:: are the components of the internal state variable tensor_ 1". is

a local volume in which statistical homogeneikv can be assumed, u, and

a. are ;he crack face displacement and normats, respec_iveiy, and S is the

crack surface area.

The thermomechanical response of an elastic material with damage was

found to be related to the damage 0ependent heimhoitz free energy as

foliows,

OhL (_)
_L_3 -- OCL_ 3

where eL,, are the components of the locally averaged stress tensor, h_ is

the volume averaged Helmhohz free energy and -'.c:: are components of the

infinitesimal locali.v averaged strain tensor. The subscript L will be used

herein to denote volume averaged quantities. The Helmhohz free energy,

hL, for an elastic material with distributed damage is defined b.v

_,- = hEz. =- _ (3)

where hEL is the Helmholtz free energy of an equivalent undamaged elastic

body and u_ is the energy associated with the damage effect on the ma-

terial. These two energy quantities are expressed by second order 'Taylor

series expansions of the corresponding state variables, tf the higher ordered

and residual effects are neglected and isothermal conditions are assumed,

The ply love! thermontechanical constitutive relationship of the damaged

material is,

_,:, = Cz,i_i"-_l + l;_ij_a'_l. (4)

where C51j_2 is the undamaged material modulus tensor and 1__,,_ is de-

noted the damage modulus tensor. The components of this damage modu-

lus tensor were shown by Allen, etal. (1987b) to be related to the modulus

tensor as follows

Iziikl _ --CLi3hl. (5)

Another result of the Coleman-Mizel formulation is the entropy production

b)" the distributed damage in the absence of therntal gradients,

",',a,, c" 0 (6)





where the thermodynamic force, f_, associated with the evolution of a,: is

denoted by

Oh (.)f-',_ .
" O_L;

inequaiity (6) will adml_ only those processes that yield non-negative 1ares

of entropy produc:ion.

The response of a multilayered laminate with matrix damage is ob'ained

by inptane averaging tht ply level constitutive relationship show in equa-

tion (4) and imposing the Kirchhoff hypothesis through the thi=kness to

obtain the following modified set of laminate equations,

= iq;, -,-,)(:°) - ;Z
h--_ r=2

"V"iO" (:,, - :'1{¢.,'_:)
k---1

(s)

where -iN} is the resultant force per unit length vector, [Q]_ is the elastic

modulus matrix for the h t_ p].v in laminate coordinates, zk is the distance

from the midplane to the U _' ply, _o and _ are the midplane strains and

curvatures, respectively; and -[o "_"} are the damage variables corresponding

to the matrix cracks in the i: t_' ply. The effects of the matrix cracking on the

resultant forces are contained in the last group of terms on the right hand

side of equation (8). An expression for the resultant moments can be written

in a similar form• The stiffness loss of composite crossply laminates with

matrb: cracks has been successfully predicted with this model by Allen,

eta!. (1987b, t988) for specified damage states using equation (8). in

addition, although it wil] not be discussed in this paper, the model has also

been extended to include the effects of delamination by Harris: et at. (1987,

1988). A damage evolution relationship for this model will be introduced

in the following section.

Evolutionary Equation for Internal State Variables

In order to characterize the development of th-: internal damage, the con-

ditions for the initiation and progression of damage as well as a means to

quantify changes in the damage state must be established. Concepts from

linear elastic fracture mechanics can often be employed to assist in the

development of the evolutionary equations for brittle damage. The ther-

modynamic force. :7" as defined by equation (7), represents the available

free energy that can be delivered bv the system for a small change in the

internal state variable. However. this change will occur only if the energy

delivered is equal to or greater than the energy required to produce this

change in the internM state. Thus, the following initiation criterion based





on the relative magnitudes of the available and required thermodynamic

forces, r
(f'3),,_. can be used for this model,

£ I£)... (9)
Thc implementation of this criterion will requite the determination of the

required thermodynamic forces. The required thermodynamic forces are

mos: likely to change with the damage state-. This cnterior, is analogous

to comparing the strain energy release rate to the critical value in fracture

mechanics. End the internal stale variable been defined as the crack sur-

face area, the thermodynamic force would be identical to the strain energy

release rate.

One approach to the formulation of the interna] state variable evolution-

arv relationships is through micromechanical considerations. However. this

approach is dependent on the availability of micromechanica! solutions tha_

can model the essential physical characteristics of the damage state. For

the problem of matrix cracks embe(,ded in an orthotropic medium that is

layered between two other orthotropic media, the solutions that are cur-

rently available are applicable only to very specific loading conditions and

damage geometries. Therefore, the evolutionary equation proposed herein

is phenomenological in nature. The form of the damage evolutionary rela-

tionship employed in this paper is based on the observation made by Wang,

e_ at. (1984) that for some materials the rate of damage surface evolution

per load step, _; follows the power law as shown below, in which the

strain energy release rate, G, and a material parameter, n, serves as the

basis and exponent, respectively.

dS
-- = pG _ (10)
dN

where P is a material constant. To develop internal state variable evolu-

tionary equations in the form of equation (10), a.: has to be related to

the damage surface area. Since o,:, as defined by equation (1), represents

the kinematics of the crack faces, the damage surface area alone will not

be sufficient to describe the crack face displacements. Assuming that each

crack in the material volume shares a common geometry and orientation,

then the specification of the far field strains will complete this description.

The rate of change of the internal state variable can therefore be expressed

as follows,

de:: dai; d5_
d:\" dS dN

where the far field strains are reflected in the term --gT-._, which relates the

changes in the internal state variable during the development of damage

surfaces. Thus, using equations (10) and (11), the stable evolution of the

internal state variable is defined by

d_:, = da'f k_G_d:V (12)





I

dO_;

where _ can be determined anah'ticalh" for simplified damage geometries

and loading conditions and /,'l is a material parameter.

it will now be shown that the strain energy release rate can be determined

from the thermodynamic forces. The Helmholtz free energy for a body with

distriimled dama,,e wa: defined earlier to, be the sum of the Helmho}tz free

energy in an equivalent undamage body, hEL, and the ener_'y of damage

creation, u_. Since her is independent of the in'ernal state variables, the

thermodynamic force can be expressed in terms of cu L as

.__ a4. (13)

Allen. el al. (1987a) defined u i as the mechanical energy of a continuum

due to equivalent crack surface tractions acting on the crack f_;ces. This

e1_ergy encompasses the energy avai]abb for crack extension and the ene:g'.'

toss due to the apparent stiffness reduction caused by existing cracks. An

association between the energy for crack extension and the strain energy

release tale, G.. is defined by

_i : _. aes. (14)

The strain energ-" release rate is obtained from equation (14) by differenti-

ation with respect to the crack surface area. Thus,

a = _,--.&[ (15)
" dS

If the process is restricted to isothermal conditions, u._ depends on])" on the

strain tensor: -<,, and the internal staie variable, o-:, so that equation (15)

becolTleS

o : w _ -, v, - (16)
-&,j dS " _a,j dS

The relationship between the strain energy release rate and the available

thermodynamic force is obtained by permilfing crack extension under fixed

grip condhions and using the definition of the thermodynamic force in

equation (13),

G=-I_,C°:: _r

The internal state variable evolutionary equation shown in (12) can thus

be expressed in terms of the available thermodynamic force as follows:

aa_, da,., _ _7 .... _,-v (18)
don = "--v_;:l,:_ - --dS "''_' a:'_ ,,'hen .f{._ ._"_(.,,j),,q.

For crack propagation under a single fracture mode, the crack surface kine-

matizs for a thin laminate can be characterized by a single component of





theinternalstatevariabletensor.Forexample,consider the matrix crack

damage state shown in Fig. 1, where all the crack planes are flal and ori-

ented perpendicular to the plane formed by the lamina and parallel to the

fibers, a pure opening mode (mode ]) would correspc, nd ao tile crack faces

moving in a di:ectJon paraiJeJ _o the crack face norm,_is. Thus, in reference

to the ply ]eve] cartesian coordinate system, the internal state variable ten-

sor as defined by equation (1) will be zero except for o:2. Likewise, for the

pure shearing mode (mode II), the only non-zero component of the internal

state variable tensor would be o:r.

Ma',rix Crack Developmem in Muld-Pl.v Laminates

The evo]u_ior, arv relationship shown in eouation (18) provides a description

of the damage development at the ply level In laminates con;aining multi-

p}e plies of different orientation, the development ofdamag_- is influenced by

the adjacent plies. This is attributed to the different stress states found in

the neighboring plies and the redistribution of load among the plies that oc-

curs during the accumulation of damage. The effects of this interaction on

the damage development are included implicitly in the evolutionary equa-

tion through the thermodynamic forces and _ because laminate averaged

damage dependem ply responses calculated from equation (8) are used to

determine these quantities. Since the adjacent ply constraining effects are

reflected through the laminate equations, the evolut_" equation can be

applied independent of the laminate stacking sequence.

x._

Load _ X2

_ _ "-_'>'- Load

X: Dir e_-"_on

Figure 1. [doa!ized configuration of ply wit},, matrix cracking.
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The term --2T-._, found in equation (18), reflects the changes to the inter-

nal state variable with respect to changes to the damage surfaces. _ can

be obtained analytically from relationships describing the kinematics of the

crack surfaces for given damage s_ates and loading; conditions, should such

soiuti_ns e):is,. For transverse matr;x cracks in crosspi) iamJnates, the z_ve;-

age crack face displacement in the pure opening mode can be approximated

by a solution obtained by Lee, et al. (1989) for a medium con',aJning an in-
do:.-

finite number of alternating 0 n and 90 ° plies. Thus _ can be determined

for crossply laminates subjected to uniaxia] loading conditions. It has been

found that for typical continuous fiber reinforced Graphite;'Epoxy systems
ao .-,r

e-S-.- can be assumed to be constant for a given applied load until the dam-

age state has reached an advanced stage of develepment. This assumption

has facilitated the determination of the material parameters i:_ and r.. The

dama?e state al an}" point ii: the loading kistorv can n_v be determined by

the integralion of equation (IS) using the iaminate averaged ply responses.

'1"his integration is performed numericaJ.l.v bec.ause of the nonlinearity of the

damage evolutionary equation. The fourth order P_unge-Kut_a method has

been found to be suitable for this application.

The development of the matrix crack damage s_ate in crossp]y laminates

subjected to uniaxJal fatigue loading is examined using the proposed dam-

age evolution equation. To maimain the thermodynamic admissibility of

tile fatigue loading process, i_ is assumed that ti_e values of the internal

s_ate variables remain constant during the unloading portion of the load

cycle. It was further assumed that the required thermodynamic force is very

small compared to the available thermodynamic force, thus a._,_ will change

at the onset of load application. The material properties for .-SS4P350] -

6 Graphite/Epoxy are used in the calculations to enable the comparison

of model prediction to experimental measurements made by Chou, et a!.

(29S2). The material parameters for this po].vmeric composite system have

been found to be

ha = 4A2 and .n =6.39 (19)

The damage histories for two crossp]y layups have been predicted using the

model. One lavup consists of four consecutive 90 ° plies laminated between

0 ° ]avers of two ply thickness. The other crosspl.v laminale contains six con-

secu_ive 90 ° plies in the center. The model predictions of the damage state

in the !02/902], laminates fatigue )oaded at a maximum stress amplitude of

38 ksi and 43 ksi are shown in Figs. 2 and 3; respective]y. The )ower s_ress

amplitude is equivalent to eighty percent of the monotonic crack initiation

stress, while the higher stress anaplitude is equal to ninety percent of the ini-

tiation stress. The experimentally measured damage states were originally

measured in terms of the crack density. However: the corresponding a_

for each damage level can be approximated by the relationship proposed

by Lee, et al. (1959).
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Good agreement is found between the model predictions and the experi-

mental results. The damage evolution for the thicker {0:t/903], laminate is

shown in Fig. 4. This laminate was loaded al a maximum stress amplitude

of 26 ksi. This amplitud_ corresponds to eight)' percent of the quasi-static
matrix crack initiation stress. The results for this load case indicated good

agreement with the experimental data. The effect of the load redistribution

or the damage evolution is apparent in this load case. A marked decrease
in the rate of damage evolution after rift)' thousand load cycles was indi-

cated by the model. On the other hand, the experimental data showed this

decrease to occur after only ten thousand load cycles. Since the evolution of

delaminations were not included in the analysis, the predicted decrease in
the rate of damage evolution is attributed only to the matrix crack induced

transfer of load from the 90 ° plies to the adjacent 0 ° plies and the resulting

decrease in the available thermodynamic force. The measured values of

the damage state, however, may-have been influenced by the formation of

delaminations along the free edges and in the'interior. Such occurrence can

crastically affect the stress distribution among the piles and the available

thermodynamic force for damage evolution.
To examine the amount of stress redistribution that occurs during the

damage accumulation, the model was used to determine the axial stress in

the 90 ° plies of the [0_/903], laminate fatigue loaded at three different stress

amplitudes. Fig. 5 shows that for the stress amplitude of 38 ksi, the axial
stress in the 90 ° plies after fort) thousand cycles was tess than rift)' per-

cent of the original stress level in the undamaged laminate. Therefore, the

rate of damage evolution is expected to be relatively low during the latter

stages of the loading history. This is observed in Fig. 6, which shows the

corresponding values of the internal state variable, o:2, for the three load
cases. The 26 ksistress amplitude load case, on the other hand. produced

only gradual changes in the axial stress and damage state as compared to

the other two stress amplitudes. The percentage decrease from the original

undamage stress level increased with the fatigue stress amplitude. These
results demonstrate that the stress redistribution characteristics among the

plies in the laminate are dependem on the loading conditions. These redis-
tribution characteristics will affect the manner in which damage develops

in the surrounding plies as well as eventual failure of the laminate.

Conclusion

A damage evolutionary relationship for the accumulation of matrix cracks

has been presented. This phenomenologicalty based relationship operates

as part of a continuum damage mechanics model developed to analyze the
response of laminated composites. The utilization of material dependent

quantities and damage dependent laminate averaged ply responses in the

evolutionary relationship has enable it to function independent of _he lain-
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inate stacking sequence. The capabilit.v to predict the evolution of matrix

cracks in crosspl.v laminates subjected to fatigue loading conditions has

been demonstrated. The evolutionary relationship has also been used to

examined stress redistribution among the plies during the damage history of

the laminate, h is found that the stress distribution behavior is dependent

on the load amplitude. Higher applied loads result in rapid changes in

the axial stress and damage state during the initial portion of the loading

history. This is then followed by low rates of change for the remainder of

the loading history. For lower load amplitudes, the stress redistribution

process and damage accumu}ation proceed in a gradual manner.

The existence of other types of damage, such as delaminations, will alter

the redistribution of stress among the plies and thus the evolution of the

damage state. An evolutionary relationship for delamination is currently

under development. The inclusion of this type of damage shou]d provide

better insight into the comp]ex events occurring within lhe laminate. The

information obtained from the stress redistribution histories could enhance

the knowledge of failure characteristics in laminated composites and aid in

the development of models fol this progressive failure process.
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A MODEL FOk PREDICTING DAMAGE INDUCED FATIGUE LIFE

OF LAMINATED COMPOSITE SIRUCTURAL COMPONENTS

by

David n. Ailen"

Davi_ C. Lo''

Joanms 1. Georg_ou'"

_c:_C= En_neerln= be:art_L
7e_s A&_ Universit_

Cu,,_9_ Station, IX. 77643-3141

and

Charles E. Harris""

Mecnanics& Materials Brancn

t, ASA Langley Research Center

Hamp:on, VA. 23665

InZrooJc?tcz

&DLtr:3:

7r,is p_p=:" present= : model for preGic:in_

Zne llfe or laminated composite structural

com:onents subjected tc fatigue induces

miCros!ructura] oamage. Toe mooel uses tile

Concept cf continuum oama@e mecn_nics, wherein

the effects of microcrac_._ are incorpora_e_ int3

a damage deDenoent lamination theory instead of

treatin_ e_c_ crack _ an inzernal boundary.

Internal variables are formu1_ted to account for

the effects of both malri_ cracks and internal

delaminations. Evolution laws for determining

tne damage variables as /unctions of ply stresses

are proposed, and COmparisons of predicted damage

evolution are ma_e to experiment. In addition,

predictee stiffness losses, as well as pi_

s:resse_ are Shown as f.r,Z:_O_S of _amag_ s=ate

for a varlety of s_aCk_ng sed_enceS.

Prof_ssc_: ASSOCiatr F=I]O_ _A_

"" GroouSt= r_se_rcn £SS_SLaGL

''' Ur:_r,_,l<_:,_Oel"̀ _e_,e, ;.!LL

StruCtural applicaL_ons using composite

materlo!$ ccn_Inue to Increase in the aeros_=ce

engineerin 9 c_muni_._. Ii._E ;s pr_maril} due ZO

toe fact lhal aerosPacs db_.lications are driven

by hic_ specific S_ren@tr, accompanied by low

mass. Al_nough composites are expensive when

compare_ to mtnolithic n,ateriais, tneir improve_

properties Can make them cos: effecziv_

a!:ernazives _n such a;;iications aS space

structure_, .herein the cost of launching a pound

of mass is c_crbitant.

_tnpusn composites Possess many inviting

material Cr,:racteristics, tnere are nevertneless

some snortcoming£. Pos£3ol 3 =no most _i_ificen=

one i_ =_e Ta_S tnaz m_Et CO_DOSiteS GeveiOD

microstruCtur_i damage when sub_ectes to long

te_ fatigue conoitions. This is _ue to toe fact

:_at COn;binihg two n_:t="ia_S .;ith diS_imi1_r

mechanical properties re_its in a mulzituoe of

stre_s $_nguimrities ,:non ex%ernal ioacs are

a_Pl_e_. Tnese zremen_% graOientS contribute

_0 sta[,ie m_crocrakino ,._:_Ch continues to evolve

tnrougnout :,,: !ire of _: structural component,

and, in n,_r,_ circumStar, c_, =me oama@e leaas to

ultimata _,'a.iture o{ tn_ Dart an_ subSequent

f_!iur_ ." :'= _t'uct_'.

_,._erl,ie:_cl_b, t''s e,Ci_:icr c" cam_e !s

_!lustrcte: S, toe )-re, _iz_c_rc:cs S_5,.:c ir
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Figs. J-4 I.'}, where_n successive damage states

are shown r,:,i_ coupon of graphite/epoxy (0/902) s

composite subjected to tatlgue loading. In the

photOS the COUpOns have been SUbjected to

unia_ial loading in the vertical direction,

leading to transverse llld[ri_,Cracks in the 90_

plies (norizontal lines), longltudinal splits in

Lhe 0 pll_._ (vertIc_I lir,es) and in_erply

de lamina; ions between tI_e O" and 90" plies

(sh_J_d UFL'_ oFe_s). ]_p;c_l), the IT,2. t r i _

crack(.. InJuC_- stress COnC_'nlral_ons _nich L_r_ceO=

th= _':c,,t' u=',an,i!,c'Ic,r.. _:'."S!i:,.r_ir P;z.

_. tUf°tllt'll;b._'tZ, tniL dol,,n,_e 1: _ccompaniea u: c

Sm81 i IL'SS In Conlponent c_ tci StiffneSS, as ShOwn

iF, F_§. C. ;t :,aS be_:, conc1_S_vely determineJ

th&t ILne uamage _,s s;ress _nnuced, SO tna_ the

damage slate and result_n_ stiffness are strangl)

affected by load nisLor), in addition, the

gro_tr, CT dmmage is aependent on s'_aCkin_

sequence, c: i ',iustra;e.; :r, FTg. 7. hOLe tnat

the uelcm_r,:::cr.s tend t: :r_pagate nCr_t=! tL' [ne

Ica:in_ ci:e_:ion in = (O,'-aO3} s laminate, as

o_pc',sed to, .c:-t_cally -:" a (0/_02) s iaminate. [:

is n:'Dotr, e_;zcd that tr, esc varSations are oue ::

differences _r ply le,el szresses caused b.',

=han,_in._ tl;v ;.:., ST.a-_,;ll.Q sequence. In fat:,

this prGces_ can be cons idered to be _n some

sense beneflcial because the integration of twO

seoarate briltle materials results in damage,

which I$ a nuctile-like phenomenon, t_uS Causing

load transferral not unlike that which Occurs in

mete Is.

I.c _.urr_nl. proceo.,_ for predicting life _

composlles :_ems to be ,argel._ phenomenoiogIca]

in nature; _.J,al.is, tl,_ m=tnua of analysis iS in

most case: depenoent or _c,mponen: .c_Dme:r_. 13_3

ni _.; c%, a;,J e_er, .:_c_ "ng se(_der ce ar,:

en_ IrO,_n'.--_/.: CDRT_L_S' L. _.'rCb :'_. :, tic ," ." LL

C_: : ;rc._z=re u:i!:zv_ a,: nC,c. fai;_re ia_- r,L:

unlike _,_n:r'L r=_e ',2,:;. As a result, trio,

P,P_]i Cmi._ _.L a p:_._et=_I'ined @eometr2 __n2

St._Ckin_ _quer, c_. P_-:ha_._ lhe most ,_Rib:t_L, uS

aDproacr, uS== linear e:a;t;,T finit_ elements cnJ

treats each :rat+. as ah insert,el boJn0ar) subject

tC GrC,.th determl ne,: [,> f raC'.ure mecnanlCS

crite_Ic l-;.aj. Wni I_- :h;S _S desirable an:

probab1_ iI,e BIDE'. 6ZC,_=L_ _Droa_b.. i: _C,_1,_

TeQuiFe ".up:rLon;putinc .;;_ao;iitL, fc_r a "1,'p_c-a11:,

comp,icz:ed Jdmaee st_.t=.

For lh_ i,=sI severa'_ )__ars the a_tr_2rs hav_.

been deveiopin_ an a ",:erna tive mo_el for

predict_n_ damage _=ve lopment in laminated

COt4pGSit==. 3he ,mooel can be used for any

.__.=_..__-=._.q_ _z_.-';_=:[_..... , . .

, --.-.T_t-_-.._...'._-.._4_.-_-. _ _, ,_-_ .... . - • _.

Fic. I. [nlarQe X-ra) radiograph of #i _0/9_2_s'_

LYE, C:250,OOl. (;=2.0 _:, _=0. i,

L R!_ • . "" ....

. . _ . .R._ '-_. . . l, '_ IGr'_ ",

k.£, C=58:.,OL'., '_=2.0 _Z, _=C.1,

am_, .=1C.233 _,
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stacking scq_=nce, uslH_ only imtial linear

elastic orthctropic pl) properties. It ha_ the

capabilit) t,. predict the effects of matri_

Cracks dno de 1_minat Ions on ply stresses.

lherefore, it can De u_e,1 to predict dar,,_e

evolution _: o funct_o,, 4" load history Such aS

that sno,.m :: _igs. .-_. lurthc,'more, the moaei

maj b_ u_, .. moo_i ;_,_ responses of Dear,s anJ

plates ,._I_ =Lre_,. graJ:er,:.S, SG that it iS not

Compcncr,: 5._ !')C. ;-: t',e lime. C,f this _'_'.In_

tn_ msJ(- . _.. !eaCh_. rci_i) ao_'cr.ce2 r_a'f::

altr.c..J : ..... :J _,t- :'r,i,,_',,;_'e "C _: :h._ mD2r'

n,_,;._l_ a, i,.r,t. , r- I-'=per _.'.'eC & 5"_E"

mo_el. . ":.__r ,.e J_ r,s: i_rEten- IG Sugaes-

that in= _;Iode I _S _ u_able _eSiQn to_! a: IT, iS

time, ,-,e ore hopeful It,at the methodology

suggeste_; ne,-e_r, is _:,.,,_ng iv. the right

direc'ior..

Mooel D_ _e._o£p_ent

Ine Slructure is _oe IIed as a simply

COnnected oo_ in, ._In the effects of

microcrack l_}g reflected b) a set oF internal

state varlables (ISv's) w.n_cn enter the proD1em

oescript }on v}a the C{,,;St_tut ire equations.

ll,us, the n,_Z_"-511._tC, a;_aL-', each C.'6Zk -lib ter5

(or hondred':j of finite #_en_ents is onv_ated _ilh

litt;e to'.; of actur_s} an." cons_cerable

COl_L;bta:l_r, ai S_ngt. },, :LI_ L'r.J, tn(: 8p_;roas_

_S t_;:: 'z_" ",_ Self-cDnt_tte r,t scn.:,_,e5 ICJ 6r.-

CiOb'-'; _..c 1._:f._._': _'.." ,:2"_-: _r. L:r._:

aE,D, eL-: .....

]tie r;_cessar_ par.. gf the £;.:3e_ a!e _£

follo_'¢.: :J a _inemati_ o_scr_ption cf the damage

state; 2i _ ._amage orprnde_: set c; ply le,el

Stress-strain relation_ ..t;ch account for iT,_tri_

cracking: 3) a _,amage oepenaer,: lamin_'.'cn tnecr)

@.,niC _-[" Ili,_;e _ _ tn_ =r TTZ-t5 Of InLerDl)

oela!nit_._:iD::, 4) a S_: d_mage eve, lucian iaw_.

fo- pre_c: _S the loe_ , :to'C, dependence o: the

damage -:t =': _i eacr i_,c:erial polnz: 5) ,:"

structure; _igoritn_ fc_ modelling tne response

Fi t . B. £nJargec X-ra> r_JiO._.'-aph of #1 (0,.5u2)_,' -

L',ff, C:58S,ub_, ( f:2.C k:, _:C. i,

_,,=,..-iO.2BO _r,;

Fic. 4. The s_a-e of _= de,amina: on grad2 in

sDe::men _'1 of ?0/90-,_,_ laminate,

" " ;-: "/_" ;=2.'1' :,=" ",

area...:2L.23C _f,
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of components with SpatlaIl) var}able an,1 load

history O_pehuent stresses and oamage; and 6) a

failure function for predicting unstable crack

growth leodi- 9 to loss uf component structural

integrlty. ]nese paris _re described briefly in

the fo])owin9 subsections.

,!
I

r

e

2

c,

Fig. £. Deiaminetion Are_ vS Load Cycles Graph:

(0/5G2) s Specimen

element. Metalling the effects of matrix cracks

would then dppear to be ioea_ly suited tc the

approach taken in continuum damage mecnanics. In

Ibis approach, first proposed by L.M. Kachanov in

195B IBI. _I is hypothesized that the effect of

microcrackS mdy be locally averaged on a scale

which is smut| Co_par_d to the scale of the

Structur_1 C_.ponent. Aithougn tn_ procedure has

been _Aten_vely u_1_z_J in the literature,

I_lllltIal_d ultl;u[robiC h,vC,= _4-]_i.

o_r_C!_ LI,= .)ncn,=ti. v'!=tts u: J,=L,_ ..'L:_

_Iven D_ If,, ..:Jo_In_ _Cbn_ oroe _ tensor:

4 q
.1_. •

Fig. 6. _orma]ized axis! Modulus vs Delamination

Crea Graph: G,"gG2)s Specimen

Kinema,:c [_=_.r}c.tion c: -:,e t.:atri, CraCkinc

_;:F:L- n;C':'i_ cr3c_, at_[.e_, :c be "cr,e "-irE'.

B_Ode C i CC_IJ_= : O C;CC_ :" _ [; _ _ : C_ Se S i i Z _'OU ] e

seem T.r,_ _ tney sr:5_ _,_ be mccle _ ie_ first.

T.vpic_'..L), tt;ese are or _ scale wnicn is very

sm_,]l compared "co the 9eometr_ of _ struCtura]

component. [ndS, iT. is n)pothesized ".nat a ]0c8]

voiume e_n,._:-.: may be :eiectec _r, ich is small

ccmparas "_c the bOl_ _l,JUt" _ _c,]ue DroD'I em Of

!ntere_-, t _,,.:. _t leas: eL, the c_.e cf m_:rl;

crackinc, L!.= dsrh_ge I_ : '" Z' e 5S SJ::_C : S b_

St6tlSticc_t.. Spatial L, nom3oenec,,.,s is tnls

I

:._.. _-; -_;_

. -_-._',,,,@.._w._i_t#_*4:':_--" _- • _' _' "'_ F;-,'_'_'f':--F m:q ''-':!';'-_-_' ....

;-__...- _ - .. ._1 ._.._#_-." • .

Fig. 7. _zate of grouping OF oel_minations,

sno_n in Fiu. _. in _ (O/_O_

laminate, c=209,030 (;=2.0 _z., _=2._

Lm=_.=1C.230 Kh:
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M

where "ij :s Lne ISV f_ matrix Cracking in each

ply, V L is an arbilrc,'ily chosen local volume

element ot I,l.y thickness which is sufficient}},

M

large tndt .io does not depend on the size of VL,
C

u i are crac_ opening oi spIacementS in VL,
c

u i are the components _)t a unit normal to the

craC(, faces, dnd -_C is 'he surface area of matriA

CF_CkS it, '_' _ snu_r, I,: ' _. _.

A I

r

I i

i A
t
z

i C
! / i t'

' /" I

Fig. E. Derorm_'1on Geon,etr._ for Regiom A

Pl_ L6.'-. : _ =-.-.-_LC=;; rL-:.-.tlO_S

normcl _c Ln_: Idmin_[c I_icn_ the local volume

averacir, g process c_n b: _n_n Zo result in tne

following pl) level stress-strain relations

!5,161:

If;
eL z

I _y2

=r:L x.

Ic.

-_1! Q12 Q!3 _l: Q_5 QIS-

Q:2 C22 Q_3 _2_ C25 C26

v13 Q23 Q33 _3: C3_ Q3E

b1_ _2_ C2_ C_ Q55 _56

_i_ _26 Q3E k'46 _56 Q65

CLx M. J

y v I
i(Ly _' I

i {i ° c,
"_I 0 .'
_.vz !

,,.? Lx)" _'_._ I

..I,_r: '_'ij o_-_- Compor,=f_L _ Of 1no elcslic

(undamaged) msdu!us tensor in ply cocrdinaT.es,

and tne subsc:-_pts L imp',, "ha_ _ne components of

_ne s'.reSS _nc. s'Lr_in "_cSjr ere 13C_.]ly a_ErageG

IZSI.

Damage DepenOent Laminar ion "Theory

Unlike the ply ievel model for matrix

cracking, s:atistica: ho,_)geneity cannot be

assu_wed for _elaminatio.:. Although ".tatistical

ho_,)geneit}, appears tc hulo in the plane of the

laminate, tn_ sa,_ c_n_,,_1 be said for tne

l.nrougn- tn Icknes s dlreCi h.r,. ] r, js. d 6'_,a_ e is

aCCour,_ed f,:,, ,ia are(: r,,_-,c@ing in lne _¢clinate

_.nrb.;ct, if:: ;.I;}Ct:R_(-_. .... ,;_._n_ }., , the ic._;Rj'_.

',_r :bee ".x.' e- fec'.c :" ju,'r,; c :s: _ace-er,:s

£, b ;.'
1_] ; i _ri,', i cS ,,_ a_ m',

B f C, _ _ r i_ i£r. oe;dmina£ec _1_
rcta;ions _ _n.] "i

interface• a'. sr,9.'n ir, ' '_ c Ma_her,,8:.icali.,

then I ! 7 i

_i_._1:i -,_i,._) - : i= =- .::-:_ _ i - "C:-:_) _!

(_)

r

(.')

am._

_' (5)

•.'nere the. _uperscript = c" llr, piy undamagec

midS_;r f:ce quantities, :nc H(Z--"i ) is the

hea_.,s_oe step function. A,_sc,, a receated inaez

i ir, a prOJu_. 1 is intenJ=c 1o imp1_ sJr_T,a:io_,

ar,_ Ine -..up=rscript s L; impiy d i sp i a Ce,'T,,en'L

COmDonents aCrOSS the d:iaminatiOn.

I :L I :w_.1

• I ;'I+2

: _ _a-_
a-_

I

-_;

Fic. c. Scnen,atic cf OelaminaZe_ Recicr, it, a

_-G,',";&csi "-6 L_.','U_.
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The o)_piQcement equations are average0 over

the }ocdl oreo in order tO proOuce locally

:averageJ dlsDiacements Cc be utillzed in %he

! laminate formulation, thus,

I lu t- zl*'- .(z-zl)(_)3 • .Cz-zl_ ©UlldXdY

(6)

AL
(q

8n_

_]0_0_,.(;.j.:} : _ .,ri,_ . ,H:-:,) ._

b> averdQ1nq the o)spi_cen,enzs, the aeiamlnatlor,

jump O1scont Inuities are also averagea

over A L .

The ,cSu_'an: ],_rLll'_le equations may De

oDtaine_ D.., Substituting em.a_ions (6) tnrougn

(B) _nto tne s:rain-_spi_cement equations, anJ

tr:is :'ct=]' inLc eq_.::.nC C._). This resu_,: ::

tn_K _nt_g,_zed tnrou 9, tr,_ _aminate tnicKness

anj the aive:aence tnecre;h :s employed zo Obtain

the f_],'a, ir;s _ar,_,n_te =._..:::zr:.s t]7_:

{h_ _! IQi_ (:k - :_-I ) "L _ " ] ,;]

i:I (:_ -_i ')I-C2ll/ I)\

k°l,j

_ :_ (5)

(HI ] n i:;;I. ( ._ :['.l) i, ) - " _ IQ_ k (2_ - Z_,.1 ) ,_L}

f ,, h ( ,,'_

"L' '. i-I _ " [_

t _' I Io?,(
I"3_ I I _ I

k°J to)

where {_} and [M} are the resul_ant forces ar_

moments per unit length, respectively,

and (UM}k and i=_)_represent the damage (}ue to

matrix Cr:Cking and interply del aminat ion,

respectively. Furthermore, n is the number of

plies, and d is the number oF delaminated ply

in_erf aces.

lne internal state variable for

_e laminar for,. O _,, is obtained _,_ emplo)_n@ the

divergence Ir,eorem or` c idea I volume element c'-

]tte rea'_Iiifl_ pFoze,]..T ,:.eL .'_.

r,
,,: - 0

L; S2i

D _ D
= -- v.n dS (ilb)

• r

c C
"I_ S.

J_

D r,,

$2.

D : " ._n CS_5i : Z-- Z

S_i

!id)

"=!e)

where tne Subscrip_ i is associated wi%K the i:n

delaminate_ ply it,terrace. Furtr,e-_ore, VLi is

equivalent to tiAL, where t i is tne tnickness of

the two plies above ano Deiow the delamination

]17J. By definition, in= z component of _ne unit

normal, n2' i_ equivalent to unity. The matrices

IQ] with subScriptS k _re the standard elastic

property In:trices for the undamage_ _lies. lhe

matrices JQI ,,itn subscrlpts i appl} 1{ the ith

ceiaminateq pi_ interface. Tnej represent

average Drou_rties of tne plies a_ove ano below

the delamlna:icn [17].

wr,ile ine _amage-deper, oenz laminate analysis

m_oel m_y be used tc predict an) of the effective

engineerin_ moduli for a ]aminate, experimental

results are only availc_ie for :he axial modui_s

and Poisson's ratiD, lnerefore, the general

utility of the model is demonstrated Dy com_arin_

model p_eoiclio_s to e,pe,-imenL_ resvR:s for E_

anG , :!k
x_

t4ozel _r:ciction_ t,c,e been m_oe for
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t)'pica] gr=pnJte/epoxy system, lhe bar chart

shown in Fi_. 10 compares the mode] predictions

to the experimental values for the engineering

modulus, [., fo_ Comr,ined matrix cracking ar_

delaminatio:: lhe de}amina_ _on interface

location and percent of Oelamination area are

listed in rue figure unaerneath the laminate

stacking sequence. As can be seen, tne

comparison between model results and the

experiment_i results is ,_u_:e co_=. Some limilec

result£ for _'ci_.son'_. "_:ic are c_e_ _n Fic. !;

:S _,n_ Ir_= S_!h= b(_" .- ;,c. T : T Crr._ :. hllr _I :

e_ception ot :n_ IO/_OL, I s !_inate, tnese res_l:s

are alsc, Q_ite good. ho_e :r,az £nese resul's

no_ been Obt_Inec fur c _inQie set of input oata

which do not oepend on StOCk in§ sequence.

Evaluation of Ply Slresses

]n oroer tO evalucLe the slress state in

each ply, i" is ?irsl n=cessar) lo Subs:fLute

C)&'_e De_er, oeml L_mlnale E z

O._L

E_

(E_)o

0.8

C?

te_ t_

":<'

_i!ii
_!ilii

"Lu.,
.f'---_ _..

_._._I ==_

_:..j , _>:.:
_...i a >;<

_'_:.:_ _..._>>:,_l:i::

I "_:.:-:1 "
g :'"' i

:.. • ._ 17m

i, - _ _11-_ r....w..o
""_ i-:,.4 r:,:.l

m<.:w _1.1-] _.',',

_-;,Lw ; ,>s _.,-.,

i._ -_.._ _'-',

_' " " : - _ K-:",

% De_m_,'_lho_ 16 6"_- 2_.."% 4_.._% 3_..3% 57.O% 52¸O%

D_; Lr,ll_a:e 0/53 C490 O/gD _._gO -,¢5/SO _$/-45

displaceeent equations (6)through (8) into tn(

locally averaged strain-displacement equations.

Utilizing the divergence theorem on this result

will then give the following equations for the

strains in each ply IIgl:

CL = _L - z I_ t * i

(12)
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Fig lO. Comparison O _ E,periment_! Results anc

MOdel Predictions of the Laminate
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bolr, !_a_ri_ Crack_n_ an_ Delamina_ion

Uanage.

Fig. il. Comparison OF Experimenzal Results _nd

Moeel Predictions of :he Laminate

Engineering Pcisso_ £ _=ic, . ,

Jegraoe_ b_ b_Ln _atri+, _raCkinc _nd

5_iaminatior _amage.
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lhe above equations may be utilized to

: obtain the ply strains, and these results may bei

I into equation (2) to obtain th(substituted
i-- "

) stresses in each ply llgJ. Since the ply

stresses determined by this procedure represent

locally averaged vzlues, they _st be considered

to be far-field Stresses, so that stressT

intensity FaLlors _OulJ be needed in order to

; determine m_trix craCk-t!_ stresses, lhls point

will be Jl_CusseO furThe: in tn_ section on

dama9e evGl_t;cn la.s.

oe:ermine luc effect c,: Jomage on tne 'far-fieic'

pl) s[resse_ In com_os,_e l_m}nates !_9!.

Frec_cted stresses are Shown in Figs. 12 ant

13 for : tTpical croctply laminate and

can_idaI_ Q:_dsi-isotropic layup with representa-

tive damage sta_es. As evioenced from th_

results, tt,e damage si_nific_ntIj affects the

far-fie]_ ply stresses. Matrix Cracks had a

si_nifican_ effect on ply stresses in the 90:

_l_es in Ine cross-pil, laminate. The auasi-

is_tropic l_mlnate exn:bited a small stress

reduction in the z_ plies, but showed a

substantial stress reouction (fifleen percent

verses one percenT) in :ne 90 plies.

Damaee Evolution La_'s

Since the ply stresses _etermined by this

procedure represent local!j averaged values, the)

C' }.f.<;;f[Z: . _: .: ; $ ., , ........ .:

0 r.:T. . .....

-'--_=slib

-- %1: i

SO 'L, "SC

Yh" S:'es: C_

2_C

_St be considered tO be far-fleld Stresses, so

thata ISV evolution l=..s are generally of tnt

fon_, 119 ] :

.M : &M M D
_ij ij ('k_' T, _k_' _.' KI' KII' KIll)

)el

arid

.D .b , M [,
1, u k, . K,, L, K.. )

_)

_r)_r_ t, , , ar, d _,- CI'e Lne stress InTe_SIL_.

f_Cter_, w,!L, r_i_L_ L,_ fer-fie_d _tr_s_S S_

..re..:_ fcr civen

geomelr), however, _t is assumec tr;_t the

gee)merry e_ both m_trix cracking and

delaminat_on_ _s sufficiently inoepen_er.: of

sZackin_ s_ouence tnat the szress in:ensit_

factors m:_ _,e Ireatec _ "materiai prope,Ties"

ant %hus potse_s tne same stress inzensit)factor

oepenGenc_ _ol" all szac,_n_ sequences, lnus,

they are enzompassd imp!icitl3 in tne m_terial

Constants ,-eouired to characterize damage

evoiu::cn ia_S (I_) anc (!9).

One approach to _r,e formulation of The

internal s_a_e ',ariamie evolutionar)

rela_ionsnip_ is through micromecnanical

consider_iion=. Ho,,ever, this a_proacn is

depenGen: Gn _ne avai]abili_) cf micromechanical

solutions tn_: can mo_eR The essential physical

characteristics of the oamage state, For the

--IS I,,-.*-":.,.,-:,',:

Fig.

t : O_:

Jl_, :ra_ :_,'s:.-e_,: !
IZ] ._i,. _=;_; ,,.i:h .-.a:.-a _._ l

12. F_r Field Stresses in _ lC_,'gs_]s

La_inaze

Fic.

c = C.._:

)_._m_'':,-J._a! pi?" s=es_( i

tL_ mi'," s_e_s _n:?', _,a m x _-a ocs and d e_L,--u, na:}o:_ j

"-. it:- Fielc ;'is Stresses

!C,'-45190 Is Laminate.

i r, _.
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problem of matrix cracks embedded in an

orthotropiC medium tbal is layered between two

other ortnotropiC media, the solutions that are

current]y ovailable are applicab]e only to very

specific loading conditions and damage

geometries. Inerefore, the evolutionary equation

proposed neruln is phenomenological in nature.

The form _r ir_._domag_ r..lutiunar)' relationship

employed ir. this papc_ IS bds_d On tne

obser_at it, r, r,aoe by _,ohS. vI al. !201 that fo _

some n:_,__ .:.:S the r_.:t O_ oar.age surface

cS
evol=:!e- ::-' '_" _'_' -- _o!_.c,,,''--: z._.e-

in.. In :i,e en=r_, re;e:c_- rate, C. It,us I2'.:,

J - _ , ,;'_',. (20)
I / C-_

The terF,, d.,_j,/dS ,'of leers the changes tc

the intern=' state .._r_ble with respec: Lo

cnahoes t_ tr,_ damage s_r{_ces, da_j/dS can be

o_talnec :n: l:,'t ice! _,j from relationships

Oescri_r:,: ::.c klneE_a:.,.c: of the crack, surfaces

for 9;yen dc;_,a_ae State'. _nO loaC,_nc COnditions,

SnO_]_ s_c_. S_lzzicr,-_ e_iS:. For transverse

maLri_ crcC_, in cross; :, lamir, aT.es, _.ne average

crack fac: displacen,en_ :,. tne pure opening moee

car, be app,o_imateo D., = solution obtained by

Lee, e" _.. i22! for = medium containing an

infinite n_mber of a iternatinc O" and 90"

plies. Inus, d_?j,,_S can De determined for

crosspl_ iamlna_es SUDJeCIeG tO unia_ial loading

ccr,Citior,s. It nas Deem fount tnet for typical

con: inuouS fiber re;r, rorced graphite/epoxy

systems o_. .'dS Can De assumed to be constant

for a given applieo Ioa_ until the damage state

has reacnea an aavance,a stage of development.

It,is assumF,:ior, has facil;tated the determination

of tr, e maler_al parameters ;! ano n. Ine

material properties fo_ -54/350i-6 graphite/epoxy

are use_ _, tne caicuiations to enable the

COnt.,orison Of model ;.r=Jlc:iOn tO experimental

measuremer, t__ made bL, Cno=, et el. 124}. the

materiel p_rame_ers fc, this polymeric composite

system have beerl found L_ be

The camage _istory for _ t_pical crosspl) layup

has Deem ;r_cicteC _ilr,; tr,e mote!. Tne mo=ei

precic=icr, ft." the _ama_e stere in :no :C:_/93_]S_ .

laminate fatigue ioaaec at _ maximum stress

amplitude of 26 ksi iS sno.n in Fig. l_,

Good agreemen_ is found between the mooel

predictions _nd t_e experimental results.

Io _omine the amount of stress

redistr_buton that occurs during the damage

accum_latich, the model wos used to determine the

axial Stres_ _n the G;: plies c,r _r,e JO-_oO-I s.- Z,_ j,

laminate lai_u_ loaded ol tl_ree oirrerent stress

an!plitucrt, t ig. i_ _ii_s lnat for tne SlrESS

a/_,,O_it_c C: j_ k$i, the _6_ SIFeSS in the 90"

_ileg OT tt'I TblL_ InUu_d!, C.,_ _es _t _ {_

• "t, .::" '" " ir, f C:" .' 5t_:L _,e :_ _r_

_.: .-,o_ j

_ _ __-_6,= _-o._ ,,

u ._.c-:-oc_ -_: , ,_/

. /

1_ 1{: * lC ' 'iO " I_ *

Lood Cycles, N

Fi G. 14. Matrix crack damage in the 50" plies

cf a 102/903!, AS4/3501-6 laminate

loaned az a stress amplitude of 26

,.si.

7.J_E-t._ 3 .

._ _._OE_OC_ _

Z
"x'OOE'_'C_ 3 " I

-o : __- 3_,_

2.ooz_-oo3:

0 2O0OO _ t_oc_ 8000_ 10000_

Lood Cycles, N

F-- -- D=mage induced stress redistribution

:r. :_=_ 9:7. ,,_........ _. iC2,'gL)] S

=msi:tu_e lattice ios:ir,_.
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undamaged laminate, these results demonstrat_

that the stress redistribution characteristics

among the plies in the laminate are dependent on

the loading condition_. These redistribution

characteristics will affect the manner in which

damage develops in the surrounding plies as well

as eventual failure of tr,e laminate.

Life Predictl,_n

redistribution as damag_ develops for a given

fatigue iuod history, this predicteec stress

redistrir,ut_on in turn _ffects the evolution of

damage, thus producin G a life prediction model

which Can b_ used for any stacking sequence

regardless of tne loaJ history applied to the

component. However-, _hile initial model

comparlsons ta e_permbcr,[ dre favorable, further

research i_ suggesteJ before the mode" lS

USuc!Ij, a!Llm_tc "ciiure 0: lamlnatec

composites ;: CaJSE: [: ]arQE $ca_e fracture

_',iCh i_ induzed i. D Fibe_ fracture at

delaminatior, sites. Therefore, there is not oni_

a syne-gistic effect between matri_ cracking an_

delamination, but also between delamination and

ti_e ultimate faiiu-e event. Since fiber fracture

occurs vet) near the enJ of the component life,

rather tnan maael i_ _._tr, an additional internal

variab_=, i: _s _referram_e =c simDl):rea_ it as

the _ItiI:iat= faCiure e,ent ant model it ,itn a

failure function. T)p_cali), one of t_c

approaches cooid be tOkeh. A pnenomenoiogicai

a_Droacn -Ouid entail :he n_Jdific_tion of a_

existin_ failure functlon sucn as the lsai-wu

failure /unction to account for the existing

damage state. Alternatively, a fracture

criterion COuld alSO b= modified to account for

the damage _nduced stress redistribution. The

authors are pursuin_ zniE SuDjeCI further at this

time.

Conclusion

]he authors nave snu_n tnat E_ COqStructin_

local a_er_es of the ,inem_ic effects cf

mlcrocrac_ing _ is possible tO COnStruCt

continuous internal variables which appear

ex_liciti} _n a modified iamina_ions theory far

layered composites _i_n _=mage, Comparisons of

predicted stiffness ld_s cs c function of damage

state tc experimental r'esul_c lend creoence to

tne mo_el.

:accuse the iam_r,a:ion tneor) is damage

dependent, _t procuces p:e,littej S_ress

tattle, ;_r,Clr,_ ;_, if:iS :_SccrLn -as

supp le_ b_ ,,ASA Langi_ kesearzn Center under

grant n_. I_AG-J-979.
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APPENDIX C





LIFE PREDICI]ON IN LAMINATED COMPOSITES

USING CONTINUUM DAMAGE MECHANICS

by

David H. Allen

Aerospace [ngineering Departmer_t

Texas A&M University

College Station, TX. 77843-3141

INTRODUCTION

Laminated continuous fiber composite structural components are observed

to develop substantial load induced noncatastrophic microstructural damage.

Since this damage quite often leads to very small changes in linear elastic

material properties, analysts are sometimes lead to the fallacious assumption

that linear elastic analysis need only be supplemented by a knock-down safety

factor in order to design away from failure. This supposition is erroneous.

Although substantial globally stable microcracking can be accepted without

component failure, the progression of this damage ultimately determines the

life of the structure. Furthermore, the damage is spatially variable, tending

to congregate in regions of high stress, and since stress concentrations are

unavoidable in heterogeneous media, the development of damage is

inescapable. !n fact, this process can be considered to be in some sense

beneficial because the integration of two separate brittle materials results

in this dam=ge, which is a ductile-like phenomenon, thus causing load

transferral rlot unlike tr, at which occurs in metals.

A complicating feat_re of life prediction is the fact that the mode of

failure in a component of given structural shape is observed to be dependent

on the load history involved. In the same way that monotonic tension and

compression in composites is observed to result in differing failure

characteristics, varying the fatigue spectrum applied to a particular

component ,:at, result in gross changes in the observed failure characteristics.
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Most current methodologies for life prediction in composites seem to be

extremely limited in nature in that they are largely ad hoc in nature, that

is, the mt'Ihod_ of analysis are in most cases dependent on component geometry,

load history, and even stacking sequence and environmental cor.'itic,ns.

Probably the most direct procedures utilize phenomenological failure laws not

unlike Mii,_r _ rule [1,L'!. As _a result, tne._ apply only to predetermined

geometry ar_,,: stacking seq,_ences.

Perhaps tt_e most ambit Jus approach attempts to bring all of the details

of the n,L_:nan_cs into focus by using linear elastic finite elements ar;_]

treating each crack as _r, internal boundary subject to growth determined by

fracture mecndnics criter_ 13,4l. While this is desirable and probably the

most accurate approach, it would require supercomputing capability fo_- a

typically complicated damage state such as that found in the circular cutout

shown in Fig. _.

Ine current chapter of this text reviews an approach to this problem

which, althougr, not complete at the time of this writing, has the potential to

model the iif:e of a laminated structural component, no matter what the

geometric shdp=, and for any loading history, given only a set of input data

which do not depend on the stacking sequence. Furthermore, the structure is

modelle_ as :_. simply connected domain, with the effects of microcracking

reflected b} _ set of internal state variables (ISV's) which enter the problem

descriptior, vi_ the constiLutive equations. Thus, the necessity to model each

crack witl_ t_ns (or hund,-eds) of finite elements is obviated with little loss

of accuracy a,_cJ consider-_ble computational savings. To this end, the approach

is similar to self-consistent schemes 151 and global-local methods 161

utilized it. OLiver applicat ions.

Althougl. the author is not so bold as to suggest that the methodology

proposed he,'=i,, represer,ts a panacea, it is hoped that this approach is at

least moving towards a ,._eneralized analysis tool applicable to laminated

composite structural component life prediction. In the same way that

classical plasticity tileb_'f developed in the early part of this century for

isotropic and homogeneou._ media, the model possesses some features which are

already grounded in r un.]ament al mechanics, and some parts which are

phenomenologicoi at this Lime and will thus require future refinement.

Therefore, tl,e model should be treated as in a transitory state, and each user





will want to supplement model predictions with a liberal experimental
verification program. The usefulness of the model will thus vary from one

application t,, another, anq will be measuredby the number of experiments

which can b_ :_,_ided witr, mac]el usage.

lhe primu_>, objective of the damage model is to develop the capability to

predict the _,_' igue life o: laminated structural componentt. Accordingly, i1

is esser_tid] tr;,_L the constitutive inputs to the model be independent of tn_

geometry an_; .',t.acking sequence for tne particular application at hand. Tile

approach takmr, to this or, jective is to construct a nonlinear damage dependent

lamination tt_eory which can b_ implemented to any computational structuFml

algorithm su_:r_ as a finite e]ement code. This then allows for modification of

linear elasti, codes vi_ a time stepping scheme to account for load history

dependent ad,_aqe and an i]erative algorithm to account for nonlinearit_ on

each Lime stein. [he necessary parts of the model are as follows: I) a

kinematic description or- tt_e damage state; 2) a damage dependent set of ply

level stress-.s[rain relations which account for matrix cracking; 3) a damage

dependent _._minat ion theory which models the effects of interply

delamin_tic.r_,_; 4) a set of damage evolution laws for predicting the load

history depen,lence of the J,._mage state at each material point; 5) a structural

algorithm f,e,: _,_oJelling ti,_ response of components with spatially variable and

load hiStOry dependent -+tr_sses and damage; and 6) a failure function for

predicting :_r, stable crock _rowth leading to loss of component structural

integrity, l i_e chapter ,.,_t! review recent developments in each of the above

areas, and support for t.J+e model will be demonstrated via experimental

results.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

As sno,.;r_ in Fig. i, a typical laminated continuous fiber composite v+i:_h

brittle matrix usually undergoes three significant and physically different

modes of damc_ge: matrix cracking; interply delamination; and fiber breakage.

Normal ly, a substant i_! distribution of matrix cracks occurs before

delamination initiation, and the culmination of this phase of damage is

accordingly termed the characteristic damage state [71 because it appears to

reach this :,]nfiguration independently of the load history. Delaminations

then begin _o appear as a result of stress concentrations at the intersections
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of matrix cr_cks in adjacent plies, as shown in Fig. 2. Finally, the

development ,_r large scale delaminations causes stresses sufficient to induce

fiber breakage, and this usually leads to component failure via unstable

fracture. A significdnt literature exists detailing the experimental

observalion ,._ these events 18-]2!.

Sir<:_ ,h_:',. • cracks al'p_ar to be the first mode of damoge to occur ir_ all

cases, _L ,,_: seem that Lt,_y ShOuld be modelled first. ]ypicall_, tT,ese _r-_

Of a sc_i_. ._ _r_ iS ve_ small compared to the geometry of a strucLuF_i

componer, t. _. example, .:typical soturation crack spacing in graprit_,,_pc,,}

is about '.i:_ ccacks per inch (for a ply thickness of 0.0055 in). ThuS, it

is hypotnesi_e,; that a loc_l volume element may be selected which is sn_,_l]

comparec t.c_ "_,t- boundar_ .,alue problem of interest and, at least for the CdSe

of matri_ cT,:_,ing, the Jamage can be assumed to be statistically spatially

homogeneous _,_ this elemenL, as shown in Fig. 3. Modelling the effects of

matrix cr-ac_,: _,ould then oppear to be ideally suited to the approach taken in

continuum dare, we mechanics. ]n this approach, first proposed by L.M. Kachanov

in 1958 1!]I. it is hypothesized that the effect of microcracks may be locally

average_ o_ :: scale whiL-r: is small compared to the scale of the structural

component. .-ithough tn_ procedure has been extensively utilized in the

literature, ,Jr.Li] recently it has not been applied to laminated orthotFopic

media I 1_--]#_,.

Kinematic Description of the Damaqe State

A straigr,:for,,'ard and direct approach to averaging the kinematic effects

of cracks _ithln the local volume element was taken by Vakulenko and M.L.

Kachanov in !b/i I]91. Tl_is average is given by the following second order

tensor:

I,l L_ uC.nC.ds
_i.j VL S _ j

where _iMj is the ISV _,:.; matrix cracking in each ply, VL is an arbitrarily

chosen loc_I volt'me ele:heF:t of ply thickness which is sufficientl3 ldrge

that _M.. c]oes not de'_end on the size of VL, uc. are crack openinQ
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di splacem_nL-
faces, _n,',
4. It .._. _ ,

tI,L. mOuy rmflp ,',

n VL, n c. are the components of a unit normal to the crack

is the surface area of matrix cracks in VL, as shown in Fig.

be ShOwn in the next section that definition (1) is

I_ consistent _,itn the constitutive equations developed herein.

Pl_ Levt_.] St ___.s-Strain ,,'_: ;,,t ions

(:Ol_:dL'. :r_e local ._ !,Jir,,: elenle1,t shown in Fig. 5 ,_ith traction bourld_.,-,'

conditic.r_ ,Jr the exter1,c, surface SI. In addition, the interior V t i_

assumed to b_. composed e_,tirL-ly of linear elastic material and _,.',._ _,.'icn

may include Lnin surface layers of damage), integrating the pointwise

Helmholtz fr_._- energy over the local volume will result in 120]

hEL = AL"B i ij_Lij*_ (..... _-2FL,'.TL2_ajkl Lij'LLkl+DL_TL"ELij Lij'_TL _
(2)

where At, 8Lij, CLijk], [JL' ELij' and FL are locally averaged undamaged

material constonts. Furthermore, the locally averaged stress is defined by

: c (:IV
:Lij t i, ij

L

and the loca : averaged .:t,-ain is defined by

(3)

i

LLi j :., _2(Uin i _ ujni)dS (4)

where n i are _.omponents ,..,[ ti,e unit outer normal vector to the surface SI. It

follo_.;s that the governi_ N field equations may be integrated over the local

volume to ob_a_r_

i) conservat _,,;, of linear nlumenLum:

°LJ i ,3
(5)
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2) conservation of angu1_r ll_omentum:

_L. ij = L.]i
(6)

3) conser',,atiar_ of energ,"

i

_L _ ij-[.ij _ qLa, "L (7)

where u 1' is_ _'_. defined i,_,o;,, qLj is the locally averaged l_eat fiu_, ,'ecto",

r L is the lota_ ly averaged l-._aL supply; and

4) the entrop, production inequality:

YI "_SL - ]- ' I ),j :_- 0 (3)
i

where sL ]s tne locally a,eraged entropy, and TL is the locally averaged

temperature. The effective locally averaged internal energy, u L, is given by

, • .c (_)
(JL UEI _ UL

where UEL represents th_ i_clly averaged internal energy' of the equivaien_

uncrackea bo,]_, given b_

• c _ ] " r!&.dS (lO)
UEL= -- udV- - ._ I l

V _" V S,.
L L Z

where l E. are called, equivalent tractions, representing tractions in :he
l c

uncracked IA. ac_ing along fictitious crack faces [20}, and u L is the

mechanical p,,,.,_:r output due to cracking, given by

.c
u L : TC.u .dS (!1)

:; I 1

where ]_ cr_ _ i,::iLious _ractions applied to the crack faces which represent

the differenL_ bet_.,een _,: _cLual crack face tractions and . Equations (5)
1
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through (6) are identical in form to pointwise field equations in a continuum

12oi.

On the [,,_sis of this similarity the locally averaged Helmholtz free

energ_ is n()_. ,l_fined to De J201:

h_ l: L ' L _ L = hEL . u L (12)' , s L = u[, - i,S, _ u c C

_here it ,L.=_, L,e seen _',_mi equation (2) that hEL is the 1ocall_ average_

undamaged] _-._c:_tic _ ..,,.,_t_' free energy.

lhe sim_ l_rity between the pointwise and local field equations ]eads to

the conclusior, that 21j

_L i j ......
" Lj

h
E'.

c

L

_E Li.] -_; Lij

Using equatiun_ (!) and

(13)

!ii, along with Cauchy's boundary conditions gives

-c
UL =

c I,i

", j_Lij
(14)

where ';LijC _,...._ iocalI: averaged equivalent crack face stresses [201 . Thus,

the thermodjr.:m:,c significance of definition (I) is established.

Nov_ cor, si_.er equation (14) in further detail. The kinetic quantities
c

OLi j may be i,_Lerpreted as generalized stresses which are energy conjugates
M

to the kinem_ ic strai_,-] ike internal state variables _Lij " It can be

inferred from znis that there exists a constitutive relation between these

variables of tr, e form

c - I,',
':Li _ = i.! (L Lk l 'Tl '"Ll<i ) (15)

which depends ,-n loadin u r, istory via the explicit inclusion of the internal

state variaui,._.

Therefo_e_ substiLL. L:n 5 (15) into (14) will give

c "] uc(t),'. -- u_C](_ (t), TL(tl), MUL(LI) ' L "" Lkl l _Lkl(tl )) (!6)
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Thus, expand_r,!i equation (i6) in a Taylor series, substituting (2) and (16)

into equatiof_ (]3) and ne_jiecting higher order terms yields 1201:

M, : = i, * E, _.. i , Ctijk!_Lk 1 • 1 jk!akl
• j .j L _ j •

(17)

Restr]ctir_ 9 !rd_ ummage to _,J_l] quantities constitutes a sufficient but not a

necessar), co,.l!tion for dropping th.:: higher order terms. Equations (]7) _,L_

be written i_ I.ne following incremental form for isothermal conditions

d._Li j = C L'ijkld_kl (18)

where

_L_ ( 19)
CLijk I "_Lkl

Tnus, it ,lan be se-_-:_ that the constitutive equations can be represented

equivalent:IT :)_ both eqL,:tLions (17) and (18). In the first case, the internal

state is represented by _. strain-like variable, aij' whereas in the second

case the ef:_.c t of damJge is incorporated within the stiffness tensor,

i

Cijkl, _.,r_i,-l, is implici_.iy damage dependent. A careful inspection of
I

equations (IV) and (18) ,,ill show that Cijkl can be determined as a function

of the damag_ ::_ternal ,,:_iubles _.. by differentiating (17) with respect to
lj

I

the stress tensor. :_,._.,, it is found that Cijkl is a function of

_ij/@_Lij, whici, _ a fourth order tensor. Obviously, either

could _;_ termed the damage variable. In this work, tne_ij or _:'i]' LKI

author prefers to cal] "'ij tl]e damage internal variable, and _uij/_Lk I the

measure of [l,c Uamage st,:te. This is due to the fact that in brittle systems,

it can be <_ean from eQuaLions (1) that when the damage surface area is

constant, 'ij changes linearly with strain, so that _aij/J_Lk I is

constant. lI;.au, the latter is a better measure of the damage state.

Equatior_ (17) and the associated internal energy have previously been

shown to be exact for both a linear elastic isotropic cracked body [221 and a

linear elastic orthotropic cracked body 1231 when the cracks are even]L,'

spaced. For [l,e case where all matrix cracks are normal to the laminate plane
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the above reduces to the fo!lowing form 1241:

x

_L
)

L: I

t2

I !-
c L

- tQ]] Q]? t, 3 Q14 QI5 Q16

_J12 Q2, L::.'3 Q24 Q25 Q26

k)]3 Q'_" k',-., Q34 Q35 Q36

J

/j]4 Q24 _"_-1 Q-14 Q45 Q46

i_15 Q_; _ 5 Q5 Q__ -._' Q_5 5 .5

L_16 Q26 _"36 Q46 Q56 Q66

m __

_L - "_x
x

M

L - _yy
Y M

L L _

Z

'L - 0
_yz

_L - @
×2

M

I L - j

xy _)_

(20)

where Qi.i :_"_- domponents of the elastic (undamaged) modulus tensor in plj

coordinates. ,.,'i,en the m.dirix cracks are not normal to the midplane, a h;oFe

complex pro,::d_Te is ,-eq_ired [251. Fortunately, this circumstance appears to

arise onIj ,-:ne;_ severai oJjacent plies are stacked at the same orientation

125].

Damage Depen,_;er,[ Laminat_,_-, Ineor Z

Unlike :_,__ ply le,_-; model for matrix cracking, statistical homogeneity

cannot be _ssuJ;;ed for de:_minations. Although the delaminations appear to be

evenly oistril;L_ted in the plane of the laminate , the same cannot be said for

the through-:i_ickness direction. The damage is therefore accounted for via

area averagin;_ in the laminate plane, accompanied by a kinematic assumption

ttlrough the ti_ickness. Accordingly, the laminate equations are constructed by

assuming that the Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis may be modified to include the

effects of jump dispiacements u_ v_ and w D' ' i' as well as jump
D D

rotations _].. _r,d _i for the ith delaminated ply interface, as shown in Fig.

6. Mathematicolly, then 1261

U (1< ,) ,l .. o D D (21)-. c (x,_) z I_ + H(z-z i) _] I + H(z-z i) u i

v(x,y,z) _ v (x,y) - z I_, * H(z-zi) _' J + H(z-zi) vDl (22)

-- and
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0

w(:,',:,','l = w (x,:,' D (23). H(=-z.),,,.I I

where tf_e superscripts "u' imply undamaged midsurface quantities, and H(z-zi)

is th_ h_o,Jy_ide step f_nction. Also, a repeated index i in a product is

intended t..; _IH_,lv surnm_t ion, and the superscripts D imply displacen,_. :t

COnlpOrlerlt_ ,_ r_._S the de_a,r, lnatiorl.

] I'' ' " ' 'r_:' , i.,:,ement _,.;u_t ions are averaged over the local ared, A
L _

shown i:_ l i_,. ,', in or,!_-: to produce locally averaged displacements to b::'

utilize,; _n :n_ iaminate :._vmulation. Inus,

" D uD.Jdxdy] i" lu - _i_ * H(z-zi)(mi)) + H(Z-Z i) l
UL(_'Y'Z : AL A L

24)

and

v L .' ,a ,.

w L _,),.

71 ;- v - z[_,' * H(z-zi)(_,_)) + H(Z-Zi) vDildxdy

"L A L

] [w' H(z-z i ) wD7 _ _ i Id×dy

_L A L

25)

26)

By averaging try= displacements, the delamination jump discontinuities are also

averaged over /:, .
L

_he lamin_.:e strains are given by

L

_L u..
A

L k J.7'

J ,%

L m -- -

z

:, 3w
1 L

1_ ,_ 3y
yz

,,L. [Jwk

"; L :,: _x
xz

(27)

(28)

(::9)

(30)

(31)





'_l _VL
.... ' I (3 2 )

"_L - ,,:, _x
×Y

The Iclflllr_aLe constiit:_ofl is obtained by integrating the stress in e_ch

lamina o_.r tl_t _ laminate Ih',.:_ness. The resultant midp_,ane forces and moments

per unit ,..i,li_. _ regior_ , in the laminate are thus 9i_.en b,

t/2 L^

l_y i" oL dz ( 33 )
-t/2 y

N>,y eL> )

and

x t/__ >,

ray z dz ( 34 )
-*/2 ._

blxy :L ,

where t i_ the laminate tr, it:Kness.

lhe resuitant lam]nate equations may be obtained by substitutinc

equations (24) through (26) into equations (27) through (32), and this result

into equations (20). This result is then substituted into equations (33) and

(34), and the ,-livergence theorem is employed to obtain the following laminate

equations [261;

{N:, : r--: !q]k (Z,K - -'k--l" ) iCL) 2 k=iC lQlk (Zk- i "
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d

k o

d+l

(zi - zi_ I) IQ21i
i=I

M
IWlk (z k - ; _1) ;u 'k

.,._)

_r4_ j rl 2 _ 0
;. IQI k (z,k 'k-1 ) _CL'

_=1

= t._.W3!i I
i

+

i

i

1 n

k=l

d+l .2 _ 1)_
i=1

0
0

0

D
4
D
5
0

. n•L T IQ Ik
- k_Zl

36)

where [f4j ar,o [M} are tr, e resultant forces and moments per unit ]engLi_,

M ,_n(J iDrespectively, _ncl <_ }k i I represent, the damage due to matrix cracking

and interply ,jclaminatiuF,, respectively. Furthermore, n is the number of

plies, and ,! i_ :he numb,_, Of delaminated ply interfaces, as shown in Fig. S.

The inLe,nal state _.ariable for delamination _ D, is obtained by

employing [r_e ,li,.ergence theorem on a local volume element of the laminate.
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The resulling Frocedure gives 126]

n .

Uli : _'-- .i
52i

[i ._
L5 i _," "

II 52i

12

U : : _ uo dS (S'c)
"'3i ',',.. • inz

., S2i

D 1 D dS (37d)
uQi : Kt .._ _'inz

D J D.n dS (37e)
: #: "I z, B

where the sum,s,.ript i iS associated with the ith delaminated ply interface.

Furthermore, "i i is equivalent to tiA L, where t i is the thickness of the two

plies Qbo,,e :,r<_ below,; t1_ de-lamination, as shown in Fig. 9. By Oefinition,

the z componer_t of tile u_it normal, n2, is equivalent to unity. The matrices

[Q] with su_,,s_ripts k ore the standard elastic property matrices for the

undamaged p _:,_. The r,_atrices [Q] with subscripts i apply to the i tn

delamir, ate,J ,i, interfaLe. They represent average properties of trle plies

above and bei_,, the deiamlndtion. For example,

-T -_
I_ QIlQI:

( = "-. : (3815 _ -T -_d_
', , 011 - U ;

_b

--I I"/I, QiD ._,

Qtd : . -T _ it]. 2 (39Lyz Q12
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-T
r; Q2]_J

*' -, Q21 - Q_''

(40)

and

TT -_B
h _49_L40,

-QL'4 - -' ....:T-_ .... --_; (41)
• _ 12 _) - '4__,j ',

where the '_v,-,scripts # _nd B designate the prope,'ties of the pl) immedia[_]_

above _n_ b_!u_., the delamination, respectively. _hese are described in

further de[J.l in reference 1261.

Determir, at ior', of Damaqe i)c[_endent StiffneSs

A meo'.u,-e of the _c,:uracy of laminate equations (35) and (36) can be

obtained E,', comparing predictions of damage dependent stiffness to

experimental cesults. In urder to do this, it is necessary to construct the

(stacking sequence independent) material parameters developed in the previous

section, l;,,, ,cading direction engineering modulus, Ex, and Poisson s ratio,

u of LI_: ._minate a:-_: 4efined by 127]
xy'

42)

0

Xy

X

L__
_N

Y

43)

where t is ti,_ laminate thickness.

For the purpose of comparing the model predictions to experimental

results, tl_is development is confined to the case of a symmetric, balanced

laminate _.iLh Jelamination sites symmetrically located with respect Lo the

laminate midpl=ne. For tnis special case, the following expressions for Ex
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and _ ma; be obtained 1271
xy

M D D

;"2 - _ 3E i " _"x )k + 2( ) (Q14 _: * Q15 _x _ _ (Qll)k (t _c ) (44
• -, X X X

M D D

.Z v y _
(Q12)k_:

._, ,$
P,

± :' (Q22)k 1
n k:=l

M D D
_' 2 J_2 _3
_{Y--)k ÷ 2(n)(1)24 3_ * Q25 sc

Y y Y

where it is _s_umed that .-.If plies have the same thickness so that

Zk - :k i - tply (46

_- -" (47
t r:

tl ;:
- (48t n

_mpleme_,[ation of equal ons (44) and (45) to predict the damage degraded

laminate moduli requires the specification of the partial derivatives of the

internal slate variables with respect to strain for a given damage state. In

the absence cf [SV evolution laws, the damage state must be determined

experimental I:,. Expressions for the internal state variables have been

previously developed 128j by employing energy principles.

For example, in the case of matrix cracking in cross-ply laminates where

only the operving mode or rrmcture is involved the following expression has

been developeJ

M
X

oC
X

L E
I _D__(£T___ "0 , Xl

I,, _=--- _-_--q r ....
•-_ x0

-l)
SM

1

(49)
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where m is In,: number of consecutive 90 plies, p is the number of 0" plies, q

is the num[;e: .i 90' plies, E is the initial undamaged modulus, and E
X 0 ×1

is the mama,it-4egraded _hs,lulus corresponding to matrix crack damage state

S[,, . 1I_<: t,_-rlll in tr, c- parentheses has been determir:ed experimental ly f,om
tes'_s or-,. "J)/[il s gr_.i,l_i[e/epo,y Idminate and is given by 127l

L

E 0.99969 _:.u61607 S - 0.04623 S" (50)

U

Other components are as determined in reference 1271.

While the _amage-dependent laminate analysis model may be used to predict

any of the effective engineering moduli for a laminate, experimental results

are only avaii,_ble for the &xial modulus and Poisson's ratio. therefore, the

general utii [_ of the model is demonstrated by comparing model predictions to

experimental results for [ and v for the fully developed damage states
xy

illustrate,] r, Figs. iO-14. The delamination interface location has been

determined e_perimentally and the delamination area has been estimated from

the x-ray ra4 ogrzphs using an optical planimeter procedure. In both tne

model ana L__s_s and data reduction, it is assumed that the delamination sites

are symmetric_ ly located about the laminate midplane and contain the same

delaminat]or, surface area.

Model predictions ha_e been made for a typical graphite/epoxy system _..itn

properties sr,own in Table i. The bar chart shown in Fig. 15 compares tne

model predictions to the experimental values for the engineering modulus, E

for combined matrix cracking and delamination. The oelamination interface

location an,! percent of _!_mination area are listed in the figure underneath

the laminate stacking sequence. As can be seen, the comparison between model

results and the experimental results is quite good. Some limited results for

Poisson's ratio are givef_ i.q Fig. 16 using the same bar chart format. With

the exception of the IO/g&21 s laminate, these results are also quite gooJ.

Note that these results nave been obtained for a single set of input data

..nich do not <_epend on stacking sequence. On the basis of these results it is

concluded trL_,t the theor b proposed in equations (35) and (36) is a candidate
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fable i. AS4/3502 Graphite/Epoxy Lamina Properties

F11 21.0_106 l;s (144.8 GPa)

[2L_ • 39_,106 ps (9.f8 GPa)

.312

GI2 u.69ax106 ;Js_ (4.79 GPa)
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for damaged l.lminates.

Evaluation ot Fly Stresses

In o, dt-, '.o evaluate the stress state in each ply, it is first necessar;

to subst it_,i_: displacement equations (24) thro_ah (26) into the local ly

averaged strdJn definit_,ns (>7) through (32). Utilizing the diver_i_nce

theorem or-, tl _ result _]ti then give the follo_ing equations for tt_ strains

in eacr, ply.

_L
x

0

:- 'k

D D
- z t, L _ tt(z-zi) %i I + tt(z-zi) _3i (51)

X

--_i' z I, , .'_'-z ) D D":L , L i _'4i I * H(z-zi) u2i (52)
Y , Y

L] _ H(Z-Z ) U (53)
_L = 'i i "ii

Z

0

Ly z " L

C

r2 h =" "l L

XZ ..2

U(z-zi) _i I (54)

,.L×z _ U(7-zi) _i] (55)

L
• _ xy

(56)

The abo.._ equations may be utili2ed to obtain the ply strains, and these

results ma-, r,_ SubStitutad into equation (20) to obtain the stresses in each

ply 129!- Since the p_, stresses determined by this procedure represent

locally averaged values, they must be considered to be far-field stresses, so

thai: stress intensity l._:tors would be needed in order to determine matri×

crack-tip st,"esses. Thi-_ point will be discussed further in the section on

damage evoluLior, laws.

A computeY code has bean constructed to determine the effect of damage on

the "far-fielc," ply stresses in composite laminates [291. Results presented

are for a gi,Jen !amina,_ _tr_in Exo = .01 (all other strains assumed to be

zero). Damage variabl_: ,,,ere calculated for matrix cracks in a saturated

_ M 0.0001" The off-
damage state using equatl_)n _. (_) and (39) assuming u 0 =

M hi
axis and 90 plies u-_: the matrix crack damage terms of _8 and _2'

respectiv_-:!j. No dmlJag: ;s _ssumed in the 0" plies. Since the laminate is
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subjected on Jy to Cxo, :,_ is assumed to be the only delamination damage

component. [his term is calculated for an equivalent delamination area by the
D

use of equatiaf, (40) with u0 = .00001".

lhe __sulLs obtained from the model are shown in Table 2 and Figures 17-

22. As evi_:,..,:ed by LI,:- zeSultS, the damage significantly affects the f_r-

field ;! s,.:,...ses. Dan,oUt variables were calculated ba using equations (33)

thrcugh (4dj to simul_Le damage existing in several previously testeL_

laminates, l'l.:_,r'i_ cracks c,_dsed substantial stress reductions in pla stresses

in the 90 p:i_:s in cross-pi',' laminates. For example, in the 90 plies of tr,_

I02/902I s Idminate the mmtrix cracks resulted in a thirty-four percent f_r-

field ply SLr__ss reduction. The two quasi-isotropic laminates developed

different dom_ge resulting in dissimilar far-field ply stresses. .i_e

[90/_+a5/01 s i_minate exnlbited little matrix cracking, thus producing onl_

small reductior, in ply stress in both the 90" and _*45 _ plies. The I0/z45/90 s

laminate exni_;]ted a similar stress reduction in the z45" plies, but showed a

substantial stress reduction (fifteen percent verses one percent) in the 90

plies when compared to tl_e 190/z_5/01 s laminate. This alteration in ply

stresses snuuid significdntly affect the gro_th of new damage in tne

compos ire.

Damaqe Lv'OlLJIi©r'_ Laws

It is n,,l,_,tr, esized ti,at the evolution of damage in each ply is driven by

the currer;t stress state ._ the crack tips within that ply {201. Tnis stress

state aeper;,]s upon the '.:trains, temperature, and internal variables ,itr, in

that ply. ir_ _{]dition, since these are locally averaged values, they must be

regarded _.s far-field quantities, and the stress intensity factors should be

include_] it, ,:.r_Jer to accoant for the crack tip stresses. Thus, the internal

state variarJl_, evolution laws should more properly be written in the following

form :

D
.M = i, KI Kt K I) (sT)"_i,j j Lk _ ' C_k_' ' I ' I I

and

.l] Dj( _ I,l D KI K K ) (5_)_i.l S _Lk_' " 'k_' _k_' ' If' III
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where K I, KII, and KI| ! are the stress intensity factors, which relate the

far-field stresses to the crack tip stresses for a given crack geometry.

However, it is assume,] that the geometry of both matrix cracking and

delamination'_ _s suffici_r,t!) independent of stacking sequence that If,= stress

intensity fall:tots may be treated as "material properties" and thus possess the

sane stress intensity foctor dependence for all stacking sequences. Ir_us.

they are er_compas sd im;;]icitly in the material constants rc.,,,_ i r_d to

charac.IL'r]:_: .l._m,_ge evolt_t i_;n la_s (57) and (5S).

0n_: c_piJ_'C aC h tO the formulation of the internal stGte ,j_ 1el., i_

evolutionar_ relationship s is through micromechani cal considerat ion_.

However, this approach i-_ dependent on the availability of micromecr..anical

solutions tn_L can modei the essential physical characteristics of the dam_g_

state. For the problem of matrix cracks embedded in an ort.hotropic medium

that is Idyered between t,,'o other ortnotropic media, the solutions that are

current, l_ a_llable are applicable only to very specific loading conditions

and damage geometries, ii-,erefore, the evolutionary equation proposed herein

is phenomer, clagical in :;_ture. The form of the damage evolutionJrj

relationship e;_ployed in LnIS paper is based on the observation made by Wang,

et al. 13()I tnat for some ma[erials the rate of damage surface evolution per

load step ,__S_: follo,.,s _ power law as shown below in v;hich the strain
' dli '

energy reiea_.-, ra_e, G, rind a material parameter, n, serve as the basis and

exponent, re_[,cctively. Thus,

dS pG n
dl-_ = ( 59 )

where P is ,_ materia] constant. To develop internal state variable
M

evolutionary __quations in the form of equation (59), _.. must be related to
M l]

the surface =tea of damage. Since elj' as defined by equation (I),

represents the kinematics of the crack faces, the damage surface area alone

will not be suTficient to describe the crack face displacements. Assuming tI_at

each crack i_ tne material volume shares a common geometry and orientation,

then the specification of the far field strains _,,i I l complete this

description. [ne rate of change of the internal state variable can therefore

be expresse,1 _ts follows 131I"

d,r: _ d_I._. d_
....._J - _ --- (60)

dl_ dS dt_
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M

where the f_r field stra_:_s dre reflected in the term daij/dS_
which relates

the changes _r-, the internal state variable during the development of damage

surfaces. I_a_._, usin9 _qudtions (59) and (60), the stable evolution of the

internal '_t_,Iu ,ariable is given by

d _!i .

,, f,i I } k ill
', , dS l 'c;. (61"

] n_- IQi',:

with respect

analytical i_

,1,,tilj/dS ,_:(lects the changes in ti_e internal state v_ri_L, ie

lo changes Lo the damage surfaces d_! 1
• lj/dS can be obtail_d

from relationships describing the kinematics of the CroCk

surfaces for g_ven damage states and loading conditions, should such solutions

exist. For transverse m_.trix cracks in crosspl__ laminates, the average crack

face dis_/la_:emcnr in tile pure opening mode can be approximated by a solution

nbtained _ lee, et al. 123I for a medium containing an infinite number of

alternating (i and 90" plies. #hus d_M./dS can be determined for crossply
' lJ

laminates subjected to uniaxial loading conditions. It has been found that

for typical continuous fiber reinforced graphite/epoxy systems d_j/dS
can

be assumed to be constant for a given applied load until the damage state has

reache_ an ad,_nced stage of development. This assumption has facilitated the

determination of the material parameters k I and n. The damage state at any

point in the loading history can now be determined by the integration of

equation (61) using the laminate averaged ply responses. This integration is

performed numerically because of the nonlinearity of the damage evolutions%

equation• Tl_e fourth order Runge-Kutta method has been found to be suitable

for this application.

The deveI_pment of the matrix crack damage state in crossply laminates

subjected to uniaxial fatigue loading is examined using the proposed damage

evolution equation. To maintain the thermodynamic admissibility of the

fatigue loading process, iL is assumed that the values of the internal stale

variables re,,uin constant during the unloading portion of the load cycle, it

is further dssumed that Lne required thermodynamic force is very small
M

compared to [r,e available thermodynamic force, thus _22 will change at the

onset of load application. The material properties for AS4/3501-6

graphite/epox_ are used in [he calculations to enable the comparison of model

prediction to experimentJi measurements made by Chou, et al. [32]. lr, e
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material parameters for l_,i_ polymeric composite system have been found to be

k : 4.42 an_; n = 6.39 (62)
l

]me (lam_1_:/- nistorie., for two crossply layups have been p'edict,._,1 using

the mo,Je,, i l_e model L_r_dictions for the damage state in the I ./-_<_-I

laminates f_t _gue loaded _t maxim'Jm stress amplitudes of 38 ks: ar,J .i]: _si :,e

shown in _ i,_-. 23 an_1 ',Q, respectively, lhe lower stre'__ ampliLu,le i._,

equivaler, L t_ eighty peT L:_nt of the monotonic crack initiation stre _, ,,i_:, ]=

the higher stress amplituue is equal to ninety perent of the initiation

stress, lhe e_:perimentally measured damage states were originally measured it,
M

terms of the crack density. However, the corresponding u22 for each Oamage

level can be approximated bj /he relationship proposed by Lee, eL al. 123

Good agreement is found between the model predictions and the

• _u:} Sexperimenlal results The damage evolution for the thicker I02/_;' laminate

is shown ir_ l:ig. 25. _nis laminate was loaded at a maximum stress amplitude

of 26 ksi. It, is amplitude corresponds to eighty percent of the quasi-static

matrix crack initiation stress. The results for this load case indicated good

agreement _,.,itr_ she experimental data. The effect of the load redistribution

on tne d_m_ge evolution is apparent in this load case. A marked decrease in

the rate of damage evolution after fifty thousand load cycles was indicate_1 bj

the model. On the other _,and, the experimental data snowed this decrease to

occur after only ten ;.housand load cycles• Since the evolution of

delamination-: ,_as no[ inc-:L, ded in the analysis, the predicted decrease in the

rate of daJacge evolution is attributed only to the matrix crack induced

transfer of load from the 90 plies to the adjacent 0" plies and the resulting

decrease in the available thermodynamic force. The measured values of the

damage state, however, may have been influenced by the formation of

delaminations _]ong the free edges and in the interior. Such occurrences can

drastically affect the stress distribution among the plies and the available

thermodynamiL force for _Jamage evolution.

To exami;_:: the amoL_nt of stress redistribution that occurs during the

damage accumulation, the model was used to determine the axial stress in the

90 plies c,f ':_e I02/9031 s laminate fatigue loaded at three different stress

amplituaes, r_ U. 26 sho;,_ t_at for the stress amplitude of 38 ksi, the axial
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stress in tt, e 90 _ plies after forty thousand cycles was less than fifty

percent of the original stress level in the undamaged laminate. Therefore,

the rate of damage evol,Jtion is expected to be relatively low during the

latter stage;. _,: the lOd,]ing history. This is observed in Fig. 27, which
M

shows the corresponding values of the internal state variable, _22 ' for- _ne

three load c_s_-s. The 26 _:si stress amplitude load case, on the other hand,

produced onl., ,;:_dual cn_rbges in the axial stress and damage state as c_ :_p_,e,J

to the ¢_r,t-T" _ .._ stress amplitudes. The percentage decrease from the ovigiv_,_l

un.damag_ :,t,-_-,_ level _c__sed with the fatigue SL_'ess amplitucle. ]i_ese

results demor,strate thdL the stress redistribution characteristics among the

plies in th_ laminate are dependent on the loading conditions. The'.,e

redistributi_Jr_ characteristics will affect the manner in which damage develops

in the sur'r_ur_ding plies us ,_ell as eventual failure of the laminate.

An AlaotiLhm ;_r Structu:;i: :_nalysis

in Order to model tt_ response of a structural component with spatially

variable stresses, it is necessary to imcorporate the damage dependent

lamination 1.r,_-c.ry into _ structural analysis algorithm. This will be

accom_lisheJ .'._ the fir, it_ element method. To do this, first recall tt_e

equilil_rium eq:._tions fo_ a plate 1331:

_ _.: , ___v_ : p ( C3)
3x _y ,

a_ _y = p, (64)

,< xy '{
.... ,_.- ' _ --;7"- = -P

3_ JxZ, y ,,,

(65)

1_ ]s _,c.,_ advantageous to express equations (35) and (36) in _he

following ma_:_, form:
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_N.-. IAI ILL_, IBI

I_ L , i !DJ

(66)

where f34

n

l,_i _ ,:, (2 k _ Q]Jk (6_

l Fi o p

BI - # 7 (z/- - :r ) loll

', :.k_i) lollkt_ ] k,__,i(z_ _3

n

V (Z ki -Z

k=l
k_l) {O21k iaM}k

(69

(70)

(7])

n +' ? M

2 k_] k - _ :k (72)

.[i
r

d

_, t i 1_ i

, d
'" t_,@ : ;

iLL l
',) . tu ] +

d+l

(zi-z__ l) IQ21i_<_l i
i=1

d+i

>:Izi:l i-2i-1 ) IQ41it_ }i

(73)

(74)

SubsL Lu_ i:;g equal _<,r_ (66) into equations (63) and (64) results in tne

in-plane eqvi;_Drium eq.,_tlons 134]. Similarly. substituting equation (67)

into equaLio_ (65) resuILs in the following governing differen1:ial equation
for the out--(.f-plane Geformations:

._,+..:.-,': <'"" {?_,DF !m

PO_R _UALiTi





Di i

40 40 40
J w L ,, w L a Wl_

* 4D16 ---3--- + 2(DI2+2D66 ) 2
.i× .,x _y ax2a]

40 40

w L a wL a2 M_ [J22 4 (gl + g )
3xay 3_ _x 2

I.l _; I" M D
(g2 _ -q2' : - (g3 + g3 ) = Pz (77)

3x_y

IntegrQL r,j the govurfking differential equations, (75), (76), rind (7/)

against a vnr:,_tions in the displacement components and employing Green's

Theorem twi;._- results in the weak formulation for the laminated plate

equilibrium equations. ]_is form is described in detail in reference 34.

lhe fir, ile element formulation utiliTes five degrees of freedom at each

k. Til_._c consist c..; t_vo in-plane displacements, u 0 and v °, one out-of-

Y
plane displa,:mment w° and two rotational terms 6_ and u k The follo_,ing

displacement fields are assumed to represent the components of deformation

within an elument:

m
,; ,_ e e

L.. : . v .u • (78)

L j;l J 3

III
0 , e e

v - _ _, ._,. (79)
L j_l J j

(, P e e
_, (8o)v;l - - i °i

i i

.x ei,i e and e represent the shape functions for the
where ',c,j- _,j, u j, 3 i, _j l

elemen[, m i._ the number of nodes the element contains, and p is three times

the number or nodes.

Substitution of equations (78) through (80) into the weak formulation of

the plate equi]ibrium equations results in the following system of algebraic

equations for ,: typical finite element:

,_,,_ [m,_ r_ 9 "
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I

I,

q,

12
K

,22
t,

0

0 I F

F

F

where the st r Tness and rurce matrices are as described in reference 34.

The system of equaL lens given in (81) can be used in conjunction with any

type of e}mlli_r;t for wni41_ the shape functions are known. For the model

developed ir, Lne preser,t ,-_ork, a three node triangular element with five

degrees of freedom per nude iS selected [34]. These in turn are assembled by

the standar.i n,etnod into ,: global set of finite element equations.

A f i :,_ _-. element code has been developed based on the above

formulatiun. ]r_e implenlental:ion of the damage evolutionary relationship shown

in equation (C!) requires that the solution algorithm be repealed for evera

load cycle, f:uring eacl: cycle, the ply stresses are calculated and usea to

determine In_ increment _n the matrix crack internal state variable for e_ch

ply. The updaLed damage slate is then used in the calculation of the laminate

and ply respunse at the next load cycle.

The response of a laminated tapered beam subjected to uniaxial fatigue

loading conaltions has been examined. This beam has a [0/902] s slacking

sequence aria possesses the material properties of continuously reinforced

AS4/3502 gra_r,:,te/epoxy. Its length is 17.78 cm and the width is 4.50 cm at

the clamp,__d enJ and tapered to 2.87 cm at the end where the load is applied.

The beam is loaded at a distributed load amplitude of 17.5xi03 N/m and R=

O.1. Since I I_e beam is symmetric about its length, it is sufficient to model

half of the L,e_m _vith a mesil containing 28 elements, 24 nodes, and 120 degrees

of freedom. ;ae development of matrix cracks during the loading histor_ in

the O° and 9b plies, as represented by the internal state variables, is sI_o_.:n

in Figs. 28 _r,_! 29, respectively. For clarity, the damage levels in each ply

are normal iz_.,_ by the largest value of the internal state variable within that

ply at the e_,,', of 22495 Io_.] cycles. The predicted results indicate that the
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matrix cracks First occur in the 90 ° plies at the narrow end and progress

toward the _.,ider end as loading continues. Axial splits in the 0 ° plies dO

not develop _T;';il after the appearance of the transverse matrix cracks in the

90 p]ies, iT_,s, the t,_sv_rse matrix cracks accumulate and loads carried by

the 90 plie:, Jre transf_,i-_,d to the 0 _ plies. Depending on the amplituJe of

the fati_]_:', lo_d. mor_ t_,._r_ half of the load initially carrieJ b) the

undamage.l 9b _.lies can !.: transferred to the 0" plies. [he admitic, nal lo,_,Js

coupled ,,,tt, ]he stres_ • r,,.entrations caused by the transverse _latri> cracks

create _uitci!,i_: cond]ti:r.., rc, r the gro,..'th of axial splits, lne r_sult- .: sb

show that In,: progressio_ _f transverse matrix cracks along the length o_ the

tapered beam decelerates near" the midwa) point. "[he stresses in the region

beyond tl]e mid_,'ay point are most likely to be insufficient in sustaining

additional dumdge. Instead, the intensity of matrix damage increases at the

narrow end during the l=tter portion of the loading history. This process

wi]l continue until the motrix cracks have either reached the saturation level

or when the lominate fails. The model predictions are qualitatively supported

by the experimental result ShOWn in Fig. 30.

Life Fredict;c::

Usually, ultimate failure of laminated composites is caused by large

scale fracture which is induced by fiber fracture at delamination sites.

Therefore, there is not only a synergistic effect between matrix cracking and

delamination, but also bet_._een delamination and the ultimate failure event.

Since fiber fracture occurs very near the end of the component life, rather

than model it with an additional internal variable, it is preferrable to

simply tre_t it as the ultimate failure even*_ and model it with a failure

function. ,>pically, _,n_ of two approaches could be taken. A

phenomenolo9-_c_i approach ,_ould entail the use of an existing failure function

such as the Isdi-Wu [35J _nd Whitney-Nuismer failure criteria I36] to account

for the exist;ng damage state. Since these failure criteria depend on

stresses and "_Irains, respectively, in a given ply, they will automatically

account for load hiSto_'y dependence, since the model predicts histor_

dependence du_ to damage evolution. Alternatively, a fracture criterion 1371

could also be modified to account for the damage induced stress

redistributior_. In this case, the energy release rate would have to be
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modified to account fo) the redistribution of stresses.

pursuing this subject furtller at this time.

CONCLUSION

lhe author is

[lie dull:.,' llaS SilO,:r, LhmL by constructing local averages of the k ine[liat iC

effects of mi,)ocracking it is possible to construct continuous internal

variables w)_L),, appear explicitly in a modified lamination theory for la_yercd

composites witr_ (Jam_ge. Comparisons of predicted stiffness loss as a function

of damage S_L,: LO experimental results lend credence to the model.

Because the lamination theory is damage dependent, it produces predicteJ

stress reaistribution as damage develops for a given fatigue load history.

This preL1icteeU stress redistribul:ion in turn affects the evolution of damage,

thus pro_Jucing a life pre_iction model which can be used for any slacking

sequence regardless of the load history applied to the component. Howe_er,

while initial model comparisons to experiment are favorable, further reseorcn

is suygested before the mbael is utilized in a design setting.
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Fig. 2
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Damag_ Prediction in Laminated Composi:e.¢
with Continuum Damage Mechanics

David C. Lo x

David H. Allen""

and

Kevin D. Buiet

._bstract

A finite element model is developed for laminated composite plates ex-

periencing fatigue load induced microstructural damage. Continuum damage

mechanics based constitutive relationships, in which the formation of damage

with a laminated composite plate is modeled with strain-like internal state

_-ariabtes. are utilized to obtain the weak form of the equilibrium equation. A

damage evolutionary relationship for matrix cracking is incorporated into the

model to provide the capability to examine the response history of laminated

plate structures. Finally, this model is implemented into a finite element com-

puter code and is used to predict the response of a simple laminated plate

structure loaded in fatigue.

Introduction

The increasing use of laminated composite structures for engineering

applications has lead to an increase in the number and types of methods in-

troduced to analyze the mechanicai response of this type of structure. Some

theories incorporate the use of finite elements while others result in strictly

closed form solutions. One of the earliest theories introduced for the analysis

of laminated plates is known as the laminated plate theory. This theory is a

modification of the classical plate theory that is based upon a set of assump-

tions known as Kirchhoff's hypothesis. This theory is the simplest a_zilable;

however, the out-of-plane components of strain in the plate are neglected.

x Research Assistant, Aerospace Engineering Dept., Texas A&M University,

College Station, TX 77843

x,, Professor, Aerospace Engineering Dept., Texas A&M UniversiD, College
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This is due to the assumption that a line normal to the mid-plane prior to

deformation will remain normal to the mid-plane after deformation. Mar.v

higher-order laminated plate theories have been introduced in attempts to ac-

count for the transverse components of strain. One of the simplest higher-order

laminated plate theories is known as the shear deformable theory (IR.eissner

1945 Mindlin 1951). The classic:d lan_inated plate theory is in fact a special
case of the shear deformable theory.

To, this point, very little work has been performed on lam_il, ated plate

theories that accoun; for the damage formation within the laminate and the

effect it has on the material response (Reddy 1987, 1990). Damage within a

laminate _rst appears in the form of matrix cracks and for some cases can be

the only type of damage to form. At the intersection of these matrix cracks

with those in the adjacent plies, interply delaminations are initiated. Edge

delaminations can also be found along the free edges. These phenomena 5n

turn contribute to the formation of fiber matrix debonds and fiber fractures

which lead to catastrophic failure of the laminated composite. Experimental

evidence indicates that the formation of matrix cracks and interply delami-

nations have a significant effect on the material properties of graphite/epoxy

laminates (NorveI1 1985, Georgiou 1986, Groves, et al. 1987). \Vhile other

damage types affect the ultimate life of continuous fiber laminated compos-

ites, the formation of matrix cracks and interply delamination affect those

properties that dictate the ultimate failure of the component. Thus. at the

present time, it may be su_cient to consider only matrix cracking and inter-

ply delamination in the formulation of a laminated composite plate damage
model.

New theories have been introduced in attempts to more accurately

predict the response of laminated composites subjected to various loading

conditions. One approach is based upon fracture mechanics; changes to the

material behavior are characterized through alteration in local boundaries.
Three dimensional finite elements are used to simulate observed matrix crack-

ing patterns (Reddy, et al. 1987) and detamination formation (Murthy and

Chamis 1985, 1986). Since each crack is modeled separately, a large number
of elements is necessary to construct an accurate finite element mesh. Mod-

els of this magnitude will require a large amount of CPU time on a powerful

computer, resulting in a very expensive solution to the problem.

It is submitted that a more cost effective method for obtainir.g ac-

curate predictions to the response of laminated composites is needed. One

possibility is to use continuum damage mechanics. In this approach, the aver-

aged effects of each type of damage in a small representative volume element

are considered rather than individuM flaws. Thus, the boundary value t)rob-

lem is reduced to a simply connected domain with nonlinear material behavior

and the number of finite elements is reduced to a manageable level. One of the

0 2 Lo





authors (Allen, et al. 1987a,b,c)has proposedone such continuum damage
mechanicsmodel and has produced accurate predictions to expe_imema}l_
measuredstiffnesslossesin graphite/epoxy laminated composites using the
model. This modelusesa setof secondorder tensorvalued internai s'_ate_-arS-
ables to represent the matrix cracksand delaminations within the laminate.
The incorporation of this theory into a finite element model will allow fer the

use of two dimensional elements in the modeling of a laminated composite

plate. This will make it possible to model a laminated composite pla_e con-

tMning a large amount of damage with considerabh" i'ewer elements than those

used by the previously discussed models. In this paper, the development of

the finite element model will be presented. The accumulation of matrix crack-

ing in a laminated composite plate is then examined with this finite element

rnodcl.

Field Problem Formulation

The formulation of the governing differential equation for a laminated

composite plate with damage follows the same procedure as that used for an

undamaged laminated composite plate (Agarwal and Broutman 1981). Dam-

age in the composite plate is reflected through modified constitutive and dis-

placement equations. The details of these equations as well as the develop-

ment of the damage model can be found in several publications (A1]en, et al.

1987a,b.c, 1988). Therefore, only those portions of the damage model nec-

essary for the problem formulation will be considered herein. The effects of

the matrix cracks are introduced into the ply constitutive equations through

a modification of the thermodynamic constraints placed on the field problem.

Specifically, the Helmholtz free energy is modified to contain the mechanical

effects of matrix crack formation. This form of the Helmhohz free energy

is then used to obtain the constitutive relation for an orthotropic ma'_erial.

Symmetry constraints are then applied to obtain the following constitutive
relation:

= (1)

where {0"5} are the locally averaged components of stress, [Q] is the trans-

formed anisotropic stiffness matrix for the ply, {':5} are the locally averaged

components of strain, and {a_} are the components of the internal state _"ari-

able for matrix cracking in terms of laminate coordinates. They are defined

to be the matrix crack surface displacements averaged over a local volume

(ALien, et al. 1987a).

The presence of interply delamination in the laminate introduces jump

discontinuities in the displacements and rotations of the normal line to the

midplane. Since the normal to the midplane prior to deformation does not

remain normal to the deformed surface of the midplane after deformat:.oa, it

is no longer _zlid to neglect the out-of-plane shear strains in the problem for-

mulation. In fact. it is through these out-of-plane shear strain terms that the
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effects of the interply delaminations are introduced into the damage mode]

development. The displacement equations are thus assum-d to be of the fol-

lowing form (Allen. e: al. 1987c):

' - - _:_ -)_,? (2),,_=,_,:)= ,,"(_:,_)- :ira' ._(: :,,_-, j+ _(: --, . ,

,,(:,_.:) = ,.°(_,y)- :i,7° - _(: - :,)_;--. H(: - :,),.,_. (sl

_,,(:_,_.:)= ,,.°(:_,_,)-_(:- :,),,.,_. (4)

where zl°. _.o and u ,° are the undamaged m.idplane displacements: 3 ° and

,7"_ are the undama__ed ply rotations; u, _, r?, and u',D are the ply jump dis-

placements due to d:-:amination; 2. D and r/y are the ply jump rotations due

to delaminations. The internal state variables corresponding to the delam-

inations are defined as the ,-alues of these jump rotations averaged over a21

the dciarmnation surfaces. Finally, H( z - :,) is the t-Ieavvside step function.

The displacement equations are averaged over a local area to produce locally

averaged displacements that are used in the laminate formulation.

The laminate constitution is then obtained by integrating the ply

constitutive equations through the thickness. The ply constitution is assumed

to be anisotropic since the jump discontinuities in the displacements resulting

from de]amination produce local anisotropic responses. That is, the local

out-of-plane shear strains, "),Lv: and ?'L=:, resulting from delamination will

contribute to the resultants. The laminate equations for the force and moment
resultants are.

{:Y} = [.4]{e_} --- [.B}{_z.} ÷ {fM} _ {fD}, (5)

{._I} = [.8]{_,1}+ [.o]{,,:=}+ {gM} + {g_}, (6)
' ' [.B'where k.4], [ i, and [C] are the laminate extensional stiffness matrix, coupling

stiffness matrix, and bending stiffness matrix, respectively. {fM} and {fD}

are "damage induced forces" resulting from the matrix cracks and delamina-

tions. Their application to an undamage laminate will produce an equivalent

amount of strain to those caused by the matrix crack and delamination dam-

age surface "kinematics. {9 M} and {g 5) } corresponds to the "damage induced

moments." These "damage induced forces and moments" are determined from

the corresponding internM state variables (Allen, et al. 1988). The laminate

equations (5) and (6) are substituted into the plate equilibrium equations

to yield the governing differential equations for the plate deformations. The

governing equation for the out-of-plane deformation is (Buie 1988),

O4w ° 8 _ w ° 8 _"u, °
p: = Dil ! 4D16

8z 4 Oz_ c_y

_4 72" o _4 11._o

+ 4D26 c3z_y 3 ÷ D22 c3y"-

82 ( M 82
a_: 'g_ + g_)- 2o-2bT(g;'"

2(D:: + 2D66)Oz:c31,2

82

o=_(eY÷ g_) (:)
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The in-plane governing equations are of similar form. The governing differ-

ential equations are then integrated against a test function in the variational

formulation of the laminated plate equilibrium equations.

Finite Etement Discretization

In the current formulation, it is assumed that a total of five degrees of

freedom exi.q at each node. The componen:s of deformation at a node consist

of two in-plane displacements, one out-of-plane displacement, and "wo out-of-

plane rotations. The following displacement fields are a_sumed to represent

the components of deformation within the element:

° E¢;,
j=l

rrl

° E¢;,rc = (9)
j=l

P

i=1

where {_} are the out-of-plane displacement and rotational components: _

and ¢_ rel_resent the shape functions for the element, rn is the number of nodes

the element contains and p is three times the number of nodes. Substituting

the aforementioned displacement fields into the weak formulation of the plate

equilibrium equations wilt result in the following elemental stiffness and force

matrices (Buie 1988),

(1!)

where [K] is the elemental stiffness matrix, {FA} is the applied force matrix,

and {FM} and {FD} are the ':damage induced" force matrices resulting from

matrix cracking and delamination, respectively. For the model developed in

the present work, a three node triangular element with five degrees of freedom

per node is selected. This element is formed by combining the constant strain

triangular element and a nonconforming plate bending element (Buie t988).

Internal State Variable Growth Law

The ;-alues of the internal state variable used to represent the effects

of matrix cracking and delamination are found through the damage evolution
laws. These evolution laws describe the rate at which the internal state v'arS-

ables are changing and are functions only of the current state at each material
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point. The damagestate, as described by the damage variables, can be found

at any point in the loading history by integrating the damage evolutionary

laws. The authors have recently developed one such relationship, for the inter-

nat state variable representing mode ] matrix cracking under fatigue loading

conditions (Lo, et at. 1990). The rate of cnange of this internal state variable

during fatigue loa'zling is expressed by

dQ:2

dc_:2- dS kG'_dN (12)

gi_2_

where _ describes the change in the internal state varlabie for a given change

in the crack surface area, k and n are material parameters. G is the strain

energy release rate for the damaged ply, and N is the n'_'mber of lc,_.d cycles.

Because the evolutionary relationship is dependent only on ply level quantities,

its application is not restricted to a particular laminate stacking sequence. The

interactions with the adjacent plies and damage sites are implicitly reflected

in the cMculations through the laminate averaging process. Equation (12) can

therefore be used to model both the transverse matrix cracks and axial splits

in crossp]y laminates subjected to tensile loading conditions. The formulation

of the delamination evolutionary relationship is currently in progress. It will

be incorporated into the model once it becomes available.

.Model ADDlication

A finite element code has been developed based on the above formu-

lation. The implementation of the damage evolutionary relationship shown in

equation (12) requires that the solution algorithm be repeated for every load

cycle. During each cycle, the ply stresses are calculated and used to determine

the increment of change in the matrix crack internal state variable for each

ply. The updated damage state is then used in the calculation of the laminate

and ply response at the next load cycle.

The response of a laminated tapered beam subjected to unia_'dal fa-

tigue loading conditions has been examined. This beam has a [0/902i, stack-

ing sequence and possesses the material properties of continuously reinforced

AS4/3502 Graphite/Epoxy. Its length is 17.78cm and th.-: width is 4.50cm at

the clamped end and tapered to 2.87cm at the end where the load is applied.

The beam is loaded at a distributed load amplitude of 17.5 x 10_N/m and

]_ = 0.1. Since the beam is symmetric about its length, it is sufficient to

model half of the beam with a mesh containing 28 elements, 24 nodes, and

120 degrees of freedom. The development of matrix cracks, during the loading

history, in the 0 ° and 90 ° plies as represented by the internal state _-ariables

is shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. For clarity, the damage levels in each

ply are normalized by the largest _-Mue of the internal state wariable within

that ply at the end of 22495 load cycles. The predicted results indicate that

the matrix cracks first occur in the 90 ° plies at the narrow end and progress
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0 de9. cycle: 2495
0 de 9. c_cLe: 9996

0 de 9. c_cLe: 17495
------...______

0 deg. c _.4c!..e : 22495

Fig. 1. The accumulation of matrix cracks in the 0 ° plies during various points
in the loading history.

90 de 9. c_cLe: 2495 90 de 9. cycle: 9995

90 de 9. c_cLe: 174195

o.J

90 de9. c_cLe: 224195

I

Fig. 2. The accumulation of matrix cracks in the 90° plies during _-arious points

in the loading history.
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toward the wider end as loading continued. A.,da] splits in the 0 ° plies do not

develop until after the appearance of the transverse matrix crack:, in the 90 °

plies. Thus. the transverse matrix cracks serve as the driving me'_?:aaisms for

the axial splits. As the transverse ma:rix cracks accumulate, loads carried b:

the 90 ° plies are transferred to the 0 ° plies. Depending on the amplitude oi"

the fatigue load. more than half of the load initially carried by the undamaged

90, ° plies can b_" transferred to the 0 ° plies (Lo. et al. 1990). The additione2

loads coupled with the stress concentrations caused by the transverse ma;rix

cracks create suitable conditions for the growall of a.'da] spi:,'_s. Ti_e resui:__

also show that the progression of transverse matrix cracks along the len_-':

of the tapered beam decelerates near the midway point. The stresses in t}:¢

region beyond the midway point are most likely to be insu_cient in sustaining

additional damage. Instead. the inter, s;ty of matrix damage increases at the

narrow end during the latter portion of the loading history. This process will
continue until the matrix cracks have either reached the saturation level or

when the laminate fails. The model predictions are qualitatively supported

by the experimental result shown in Fig. 3.

Summary and Conclusion

The authors have implemented a continuum damage mechanics model

for laminated composite plates into a finite element computer code. The rep-

resentation of matrix damage by second ordered tensor _-alued internai state

variables and the utilization of modified laminate equations in the formulation

has enabled the modeling of laminated composite plates with two dimensional

rather than three dimensional finite elements. The reduction in the compu-

tational requirements of this model over that of the three dimensional finite

element analysis has made the analysis of composite plate structures subjected

to complex loading histories a feasible task. The accumulation of matrix cracks

in a ;apered laminated composite beam loaded in fatigue is examined. The

results reflect the damage induced load redistribution among the plies. Since

this transfer of load influences the characteristic of damage accumulation and

the eventual failure of the laminate: this model can assist in the determination

of a laminated composite plate component's structural integrity.
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